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Calloway Fiscal Court updated on suit against Foundation
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Randy Hutchins gave the
Calloway County Fiscal Court an
update Monday on the lawsuit concerning the fiscal court and the
Community Healthcare Foundation.
Earlier this month, the Kentucky
Court of Appeals issued a unanimous ruling that Murray-Calloway
County Hospital did not have the

right to transfer public funds in
excess of $1 million to a foundation.
The ruling went against a ruling
handed down from Calloway Circuit
Judge Dennis Foust earlier this year
that sided with the hospital and
allowed the funds' transfer.
"I think the - opinion -is overwhehning in our favor," Hutchins,
the former county attorney, said.
Hutchins also informed
the group
_

Legislators
here question
keno approval
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Sen. Bob Jackson said the
Kentucky Lottery board's decision
to expand the state's games to
include keno likely will be challenged — and
should be.
Jackson, DMurray, said the
board made a
hurried decision
to add keno,
something over
which
he
believes
its
members do not
Jackson
even
have
authority. The
lottery
board
voted 6-1 Friday
to introduce a
keno game that
could be played
over terminals
in bars, restaurants and other
locations.
"The keno
1i
game was never
Buckingham envisioned for
Kentucky Lottery," Jackson said in
an interview Monday. "It is very
different from traditional lottery
games played in Kentucky. It was a
mistake for the lottery board to
approve this."
The Kentucky Lottery was

that the hospital's board of commissioners- agreed to ask the appeals
court to re-hear the case; however
considering the opinion was unanimous, Hutchins said the court rarely
re-hears any case.
"The odds of it being re-heard
are-unlikely," he said.
The matter could drag out for
another two to six months. If the
hospital board decides to take the

more than 300 appliances were collected to be recycled, and the court
agreed on a 12-month exclusive
contract with Jeffrey Johnson and
Michael Blakely for red gravel.
County
David
Attorney
Harrington said the contract also
allows a provision to maintain the
quality of the gravel as well as
defines a truckload.

Tornado warning issued for county this morning
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Severe w oather moved through Calloway
County this morning. bringing a tornado
warning.

At 8:43 a.m., the National Weather Service
in Paducah issued the warning after radar
indicated a severe thunderstorm nine miles

southwest of Hazel that %.% as capable of producing a tornado.
The stormwas reportedly moving northeast. Areas affected included Harris Grove.
Murray, Hamlin and New Concord.
Warning sirens sounded in Murray at 9:01
a.m. The lasted until 9:30 a.m.
A confirmed tornado was reported in

Henry Count). loth., at appioximately 8:32
a.tn. The storm was seven miles south of
Cottage Grove. Tenn.. moving toward
Puryear; however that w alining expired itINi
after 9 a.m.
Weather forecasts called for continued rain
today, tonight and into Wednesday morning
before becoming partly sunny.

II See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — tion team memGov.-elect Ernie Fletcher late bers won't be
Monday released the names of 123 helping to devise
people who will be assisting with policies of the
his transition into the governor's Fletcher administration, he said.
office.
"They're volThey come from various backgrounds throughout the state and unteering their
include campaign contributors, peo- time. They've
ple who worked on Fletcher's been promised
gubernatorial campaign, lobbyists nothing
Fletcher
Irvin
said.
and attorneys.
They are all volunteers and will "They represent educators, small
not be paid for their services, businesses, farmers and just various
Fletcher spokesman Wes Irvin said. entities from across Kentucky."
They have been assigned to one
Fletcher "was aware of all the folks"
on the team, Irvin said.
of 14 different cabinets.
None of the transition team
Each transition team member
was assigned to review a specific members was promised a job, Irvin
cabinet within state government, said. However, that does not mean
preparing information to be handed some won't later become part of the
over to the respective cabinet secre- Fletcher administration, he said.
"We're not going to rule out any
tary, Irvin said. While each is on a
"fact-finding mission," the transi- talent," Irvin said.
'

AP Photo

California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger gestures while speaking before the California Chamber of Commerce reception held in his
honor following his inauguration in Sacramento, Calif., Monday. Schwarzenegger was sworn-in as the state's 38th Governor in ceremonies held earlier at the Capitol.

Gov. Schwarzenegger sworn in
By TOM CHORNEAU
Associated Press Writer
SACRAMENTO, Calif.(AP) —
Calling himself "an idealist without
Gov.
Arnold
illusions,"
Schwarzenegger took charge of
California immediately after he was
sworn in, repealing an unpopular car
tax hike and calling the Legislature
into a special session to deal with
the state's budget mess.
But political observers agree:
keeping his pledge to fix the state's
beleaguered economy will be a formidable task for the political newcomer, who faces a budget deficit he
believes is already more than $24
billion and a business climate he has
cast as the nation's worst.
Despite his overwhelming rin in
the Oct. 7 recall election,
Schwarzenegger also faces a
Democrat-dominated Legislature
"
that may not grant his wishes.

"He's got a tough challenge on
his hands," said former Republican
governor George Deukmejian, who
attended Schwarzenegger's swearing-in ceremony Monday. "I don't
envy him."
With his wife, Maria Shriver,
holding a Bible, Schwarzenegger
took the oath of office from
California's chief justice in a short
ceremony on the steps of the state
Capitol.
An immigrant from Austria who
arrived in the United States 35 years
ago as a body builder dreaming of
fame and fortune, the 56-year-old
former
Republican
invoked
Presidents John F. Kennedy and
Ronald Reagan and called himself
"an idealist without illusions." ,
"Perhaps some think this is fanciful or poetic, but to an immigrant
like me, who, as a boy, saw Soviet
tanks rolling -through the Streets of

Austria, to someone like me who
came here with absolutely nothing
and gained absolutely everything, it
is not fanciful to see this state as a
golden dream," Schwarzenegger
said as he officially took the helm of
the nation's most populous state and
the world's sixth-largest economy.
As he
was sworn
in,
Schwarzeiiegger was accompanied
by four of the five living former
governors of California, including
Gray Davis, who he replaced. Only
Reagan, who is suffering from
Alzheimer's disease, was not present.
The ceremony was devoid of
much of the usual inaugural
pageantry. Bitterness over the recall
vote and the state's financial troubles prompted Schwarzenegger to
push for a more low-key ceremony.
Nevertheless, the inauguration
had 7,500 invited guests, in addition
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the spring storms, the county was
required to name someone as director. Although that is the title Steen
already carries, FEMA did not have
it on file and required the fiscal
court to fill the position.
The county submitted $14,000
worth of damages from the storms
and received $11,000.
Also, Rita Burton reported on the
White Goods Collection and said

launched in 1989 with two instant
games. More than 5,000 licensed
retailers sold more than $5 million
in tickets April 4, 1989, the first
day for lottery sales.
On Friday, the lottery board cited
financial pressure to continuing
funding Kentucky Educational
Excellence Scholarship program
and expected revenues losses when
Tennessee introduces its lottery
early next year as reasons to expand
its games.
Jackson said the decision should
be made by state legislators and
may require a constitutional amendment.
"Obviously, it opens the door to
other things," he said."My fear is it
was a rushed decision made without
all of the facts and the right people.
I am not convinced this is the
answer to the ICEES program, if
there is even a problem."
State Representative and fellow
Democrat
Buddy
Murray
Buckingham expects legislative
bills addressing expanded gambling
to be filled when the General
Assembly convenes in January. He
said the legislature, not the lottery
board, should be the entity to
address Kentucky's lottery games.
"I'm not a big supporter of
expanded gambling and I think the
decision should be made with a con-

Fletcher transition
team announced

Kentucky Lottery

case to the Kentucky Supreme
Court, it could take even longer.
"We could be talking about two
years from now easily," Hutchins
said.
In other business, the court
agreed to officially name Jeff Steen
as Director of Emergency Services.
County Planner Dawn Gaskin
explained that while applying for a
FEMA grant for disaster relief from
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to several thousand people watching
from the street, and drew such
celebrities as Dennis Miller, Jamie
Lee Curtis, Danny DeVito, Rob
Lowe and Vanessa Williams, who
sang the national anthem. Hundreds
ofjournalists from around the globe
covered the event,some from Japan,
France and Schwarzenegger's
native Austria.
The recall movement was
launched in February by activists
angered over the state's budget
woes and the prospect of higher
taxes.
After repealing the tripling of the
car tax shortly after the ceremony.
Schwarzenegger signed proclamations calling the Legislature back
into special session Tuesday.
Schwarzenegger wants lawmakers to reform workers' compensa-
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U.S. aircraft pound insurgent positions
The attacks went on sporadically through the
By The Associated Press
with sporadic explosions reverberating
night,
TIKRIT. Iraq (AP)— O.S. lighter jets poundTikrit.
across
the
in
Tuesday
positions
insurgent
ed suspected
Elsewhere, an Iraqi militant group called
largest bombardment of guerrillas in central Iraq
Army claimed responsibility
Muhammad's
since President -Bush d“.laicsi thy -end-of major
Nov. 2 downing of a U.S. helithe
for
Monday
said.
military
U.S.
the
May,
combat in
In northern Iraq, guerrillas detonated a road- copter that killed 16 soldiers near Fallujah, west
side_ bomb, wounding two soldiers, the military of Baghdad. The group warned that U.S. forces
said. On Monday. a U.S. civilian contractor was would face more attacks if they did not leave Iraq
killed in an insurgent attack near Baghdad, the in 15 days. There was no way to'independently
verify the claims.
military said without elaborating.
In a videotape broadcast by the Lebanese Al
an
to
forcefully
reacted
has
The U.S. military
upsurge in guerrilla activity in central and north- Hayat-LBC satellite station, Muhammad's Army
ern Iraq. On Monday, six insurgents were killed also claimed responsibility for the September
in gunbattles and 99 suspects were reportedly assassination of Aquila al-Hashimi, a member of
the U.S.-backed Iraq Governing Council, who
detained in a series of sweeps.
was gunned down near her Baghdad home.
of
Near Baqouba. 30 miles northeast
The group is seeking to return Saddam to
gunhelicopter
Apache
and
Baghdad. U.S. jets
ships Tuesday blasted abandoned buildings. power and consists of several hundred former
walls and trees along a road where attacks have Iraqi intelligence and security services. A group
been so common that troops nicknamed it "RPG with this name_ is one of several that claimed
Alley" after the rocket-propelled grenades used responsibility for the Aug. 19 bombing of U.N.
by insurgents. Fighter-bombers dropped 500- headquarters in Baghdad.
Despite the administration's efforts to repair
pound bombs and tanks fired their 120mm guns
infrastructure, Iraqis frequently complain about
at suspected ambush sites, the military said.
slow pace of -reconstruction seven months
the
bombs
two
F-16 fighter aircraft dropped
the war that deposed Saddam's regime.
after
of
.town
the
near
targets
-insurgent
on
Tuesday
Coalition authorities have frequently,pointed
Samara, about-60 Mi106 north of-Baghdad, the
to the gradual restoration of electrical power as
military ,said.
On Monday, 4th Infantry Division soldiers benchmark of their success in rebuilding Iraq.
But those efforts suffered a major setback
also killed six alleged insurgents in the Titan area
the grid supplying the capital from power
when
Saddam
former
a
for
as they pressed their search
deputy, Izzat Ibrahim_al,Douri._who is believed plants in the north collapsed Saturday.
As a result, much of Baghdad has been left
to be orchestrating attacks.
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Mass. high

court-rules gay
marriage ban
goes against
constitution
(AP)
BOSTON
Massachusetts' highest court ruled
today that same-sex couples are
legally entitled to wed under the
state constitution, but stopped short
of allowing marriage licenses to be
issued to the couples who challenged the law.
The Supreme Judicial Court's 43 ruling ordered the Legislature to
come up with a solution within 180
days.
—The ruling Glef,ely matches the
1999 Vermont Supreme Court decision, which led to its Legislature's
approval in 2000 of civil unions
that give couples many of the same
benefits of marriage.
"Marriage is a vital social institution. The exclusive commitment
of two individuals to each other
nurtures love and mutual support. It
brings stability to our society,"
Chief Justice Margaret Marshall
wrote in the long-awaited ruling.
"For those who choose to marry,
and for their children, marriage provides an abundance of legal, financial and social benefits. In return, it
imposes weighty legal, financial.
and social obligations."
While a victory for gay rights
advocates, the decision fell short of
what the seven couples who sued
the state had hoped to receive: the
right to marry their longtime companion. The Massachusetts question will now return to the
Legislature.

with only brief, 10-15 minute periods of electricity in the last three days.
U.S. administrators said the outages were a
result of maintenance work on the national grid.
Bus...Iraqi government officials said they Were
caused by the collapse of steel pylons carrying
high-tension lines after heavy rains and high
winds.
Katrem Watteed, an undersecretary in the
Electricity Ministry, said he was hopeful that
power could be resupplied to Baghdad on
Wednesday.
"We cannot cook, there is no water, and it is
very cold without heating at night." said Leyla
Najim, a librarian in central Baghdad."The children cannot do their homework in the dark."
On Monday, the Italian Foreign Ministry confirmed the resignation of an Italian official of the
U.S.-led coalition, who accused the occupation
authorities of incompetence
"The provisional authority simply doesn't
work," the Italian daily Corriere della Sera quoted Marco Calamai, a special counselor of the
Coalition Provisional Authority, as saying.
"Reconstruction projects that were promised and
financed have had practically no results."
State Department spokesman Richard
Boucher4 asked about the resignation, said the
coalition aiiitioritYhas Made"eitaselfent progress"'
in several areas, including "the, physical reconstruction of Iraq, the restoration of services to
Iraqi people, the beginnings of political authority
among the Iraqi ministers and now an accelerated path to political authority."

Muhammad 's lawyer
plan to show their
client's 'human' side
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP)
— Was John Allen Muhammad a
man who tenderly looked after his
children while they lived in a shelter, or a callous killer who deserves
to die for masterminding the
Washington area sniper shootings?
Those are the two sides of
Muhammad that lawyers on opposing sides will present during the
sentencing phase of his trial as
prosecutors try to win a death sentence and defense lawyers strive to
avoid one.
A jury on Monday found
Muhammad, 42, guilty on all four
counts he faced, including capital
murder charges of causing terror
and killing more than one person in
a three years. He also was convicted on a conspiracy and a firearms
charge.
of
phase
penalty
The
Muhammad's trial will include testimony from relatives of his victim, Dean Harold Meyers.
Muhammad could get life in prison
without the possibility of parole.
In their opening statements during the penalty phase Monday,
Muhammad's attorneys said they
would show their client was a loving father to his three young children, a man who once had a steady
job and friends before his life
unraveled when he lost the children in a custody battle with his
former wife.
Defense attorney Jonathan
how
described
Shapiro
Muhammad made sure his children
went to school even while they all
lived in a shelter. Shapiro's
description of Muhammad brushing their teeth prompted his client
to hang his head — a rare show of

emotion from
the man who
stonesat
faced through
most of his
four-week
trial.
"There is a
life to be
weighed;
there is a life
on the line," Muhammad
Shapiro said.
Prince William County prosecutors must show that Muhammad
would present a fature danger or
that the crimes'demonstrate "a
depravity of mind." Prosecutor
Richard Conway said there is no
chance Muhammad will be rehabilitated in prison.
But Circuit Judge LeRoy F.
Millette Jr. handed prosecutors a
loss Monday, ruling they cannot
present testimony from relatives of
victims killed in other shootings.
The prosecution had tied
Muhammad and his alleged partner, Lee Boyd Malvo, to shootings
throughout the Washington region
and the Southeast as far back as
early 2002.
Millette approved a defense
motion limiting the testimony to
the family of Dean Meyers, who
was killed at a Manassas gas station Oct. 9, 2002 and for whose
murder Muhammad was convicted.
Most of the evidence linking
Muhammad to the Meyers killing
presented during the trial was circumstantial, and his lawyers
argued there was no proof he was
the killer or even planned the
shooting.

Smart drivers have
Shelter on their team.
You don'thave to race stock cars to know That
reliable auto insurance is as important to your car
as a good mechanic Plus Shelter's great rates run
circles around the competition.
Roll into your Shelter agent's office for a,quick
diagnostic on your auto coverage. You'll be back
on the road in no time.

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A rifle was stolen during a breaking and entering incident at 2774
Edgehill Trail at 1:39 p m. Friday.
• Two cars were reported spinning tires excessively in Westside
Baptist Church's parking lot at 8:41 p.m. Friday.
• Murray Police Department requested assistance with a criminal
mischief report about tires that had been cut at 1:38 a.m. Saturday.
• There was a house fire at 873 Elm Grove Road at 757 a.m.
Saturday. Calloway County Fire and Rescue was notified
• • A vehicle struck a carport and parked car at 1855 Radio Road at
11:04 a.m. Saturday. EMS was notified.
Calloway County Fire and Rescue
• Two trucks with six firefighters responded to a propane leak at 980
Indian Trail on Thursday. There were no injuries.
• Fire and rescue assisted with traffic control at an injury accident on
Ky. 121 South on Friday. One truck and four men responded.
• Six trucks and 18 firefighters responded to a fire at a single-family
residence at 873 Elm Grove Road on Saturday. The firefighters were on
the scene about three hours and there were no injuries. The house was
engulfed in flames and the top floor had caved in by the time the firefighters arrived
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

Murray Lions Club radio auction
continues tonight, Wednesday
Murray Lions Club opened its 37th annual radio auction over Radio
Station WNBS last night.
Sessions will continue from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight and Wednesday.
Members of the club are at the station taking bids on items donated by
- ,
local merchants and individuals. . _ . _ .
Funds from the auction will go toward the sight conservation program
of the Lions Club.

Angel's Attic event brings
in over $2,000 for clinic
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The community came out_ in
droves to support the Angel's
Community Clinic through a
fundraiser at Angel's Attic this past
weekend.
According to clinic chair Donna
Herndon, the customer appreciation
day at Angel's Attic on East
Chestnut Street brought in
$2,292.63 with items. on sale at
nearly 50 percent off their tag
prices.
An added bonus is that Wal-Mart
has agreed to match the event's first
$1,000 of sales.

"We're- very grateful: Herndon.
said.
The funds go toward supporting
the Angel's Community Clinic,
which offers free clinical care for
low-income families or those without health insurance. Angel's Attic
is the clinic's main money raiser.
Herndon also thanked the store's
manager Joan Smith, assistant manager Pat Osborn, volunteers, as well
as volunteers from Wal-Mart who
assisted on the customer appreciation event.
"They worked really hard," she
said.

•Keno ...
From Front
stitutional amendment to see what
the people want to do," he said this
morning. "With our revenue shortfall, it's tempting to pickup several
hundred million dollars this way,
but the lottery board overreacted."
Like Jackson, Buckingham
expects the lottery board's decision
to be challenged. "Questions have
been raised about the board's
authority and how those will be
answered — in court or in the legislature — has yet to be decided," he
said.
Keno is Las Vega&-style gambling in which players reate their
own odds. It is a numbe - rawing
game, with multiple drawings daily.
From a possible field of 80, players
chose one to 10 numbers. Keno is
played in about a dozen states.

Jackson said another concern is
the game often attracts the population that is least likely able to afford
it.
State Treasurer Jonathan Miller,
a lottery board member, was the
lone dissenting vote Friday, saying
it was not the time or the place to
make a decision about keno.
Jackson agreed and said there are
other budgetary concerns.
"I want to make sure we do the
right thing and not react suddenly,"
Jackson said. "With the current climate, I don't think there is an sentiment in the legislature that this is
the right thing. Gov.-elect Ernie
Fletcher will be sworn in Dec. 9. As
courtesy to him and his administration we should wait and let him, his
staff and the legislature review this
matter and make an informed decision."

▪ Schwarzenegger
From Front
Lion law, deal with the budget
deficit and repeal a bill granting driver's licenses to undocumentbd
immigrants.
He also said he wants the
Legislature to put a massive bond
proposal before voters on the March
2 ballot, and set a state spending cap
to prevent the creation of such a
huge financial hole in the future —
both items that lawmakers will need
to act on before Dec. 5.
Also Monday, Schwarzenegger
suspended implementation of new
state regulations and called for a
review of all regulations adopted,
amended or repealed during Davis'
administration.
In a speech, Schwarzenegger
promised to spend the next three
years rebuilding the state's economy, protecting the needs of children
and the elderly and breaking the
hold of special interests.
"I enter this 'office beholden to
no one except you, my fellow citizens. I pledge my governorship to
your interests, not to special interests," Schwarzenegger said.
Although he had never held

elected office, voters picked
Schwrzenegger to replace Davis
last tjionth. Positioning himself as a
refo er, Schwarzenegger won
with 48 percent of the vote over a
list of 134 other candidates vying to
replace Davis, who was bounced by
55 percent of the voters.
At a lunch that followed the ceremony, Schwarzenegger urged legislators to heed the call of
California voters and put aside partisan politics to solve the state's
problems.
Front and center will be the state
—economy which, while showing
some signs of recovery, is troubled.
California's credit rating is the lowest among all 50 states and state
finances are in disarray.
Schwarzenegger promised to put
the state's finances in order, and
added "I will not rest until
California is a competitive,job-creating machine."
Democrats, still the state's dominant party, have said that they_W- ills.
be willing to give the new governor
a chance — but most observers
agree political good will is not a
_
lasting_commodity._
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Murray, KY 42071
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Joseph Lissiuzo
Joseph Lissuzzo, 77, Hooper Ridge Lane, Benton, died Sunday, Nov. 16,
2003 at 2p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A post commander of the Italian War Veterans Association, he was a veteran of World War II serving with the U.S. Army Airborne Paratroopers.
Preceding him in death were one daughter, Rosalia Sclsoowicz,three sisters
and one brother. He was the son ofthe late Russell Lissuzzo and Estelle Geraci
LissOzzo.•
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Pauline Sparacino Lissuzzo, to whom he-had been married for 57 years; two daughters, Ms. Maria Lissuzzo, Benton,
and Mrs. Paulette McDougal, Glenellyn, Ill.; two sons, Russell Lissuzzo,
Bloomingdale. III., and Louis Lissuzzo, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Marie Geraci,
Glenellyn, Ill.; eight grandchildren; two great-grandchildren'.
The funeral will be Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at St. Henry Catholic Church,
Aurora: Burial will follow in the St. Henry Cemetery, Aurora.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Ones(Red)(Doc) E. York

Calvin Franklin DeFreece

Memorial services for Ralph O. Stockwell will be Wednesday at 7.
The funeral for Calvin Franklin DeFreece was Monday in the Hornbeak
p.m.' at Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses, Ky.'121. North, Murray. Funeral Chapel, Inc.. with the Rev. Fred Fahl officiatiagjturial wa.s in theObion County Memorial Gardens, Union City, Tenn.
Jeff J. Steen will officiate.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's Association, 3703
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements,
Taylorsville Rd., Suite 102, Louisville, Ky., 40220 or Good Springs
but no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Dukedom. Tenn.
Mr. DeFreece, 79, Fulton, died Friday. Nov. 14, 2003, at 11:48 p.m. at
Witnesses. do Garvin Doran, 12865 SR 303, Fulton, Ky., 41041.
Mr. Stockwell, 73, North 16th Street, Murray, died Saturday, Nov. IS, Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A longtime member of Good Springs Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
2003,-at 1:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County HospitaL
Dukedom,
Tenn., he was a Navy veteran of World War II. He had worked
A retired machinist, he was a member and elder of the Kingdom Hall
for Ferry Morse Seed Company for 13 years and the former Sherwin
of Jehovah's Witnesses, Murray.
Williams Factory in Fulton for 10 years. He had returned to this area in 1954
- &XI? Dee. 12-,- 1929,in- Coldwater,
he was the son of the- late after woriring-for
General Motors, Pontiat_ Mich.. for six years.
Owen Lee crockwell and In& Kirklilft Stockwell, One great-grandson, _ _ Bora Jan. 5,4.24nlcing,
port Term_ he svas the son of the late.Oscar
Isaac Wilson, and daughter-in-law, Regina Stockwell, both preceded him DeFreece and Etta Smith DeFreece. Two sisters and two
brothers also Prein death.
ceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Caryl Quimby Stockwell; one daughSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Laura Carman DeFreece, to whom he
ter, Mrs. Sherri Lynn Wilson and husband, Rick, Murray; four sons, had been married for 54 years; one son, Terry DeFreece, Fulton; three
Ralph Lee Stockwell and wife, Theresa, Bill LeJean Stockwell and wife, grandsons, Rickey Morrison, Fulton, Louis Morrison, South Fulton, Tenn.,
Neva, and David Allen Stockwell and wife Dawn, all of Murray, and and James DeFreece. Martin, Tenn.; four great-grandchildren, Ryan
Michael Ora Stockwell and wife, Tracey, Florida; one brother, Judson Morrison, Aaron Morrison and Hunter Morrison, all of Dexter, and Devan
(Jack) Lea Stockwell and wife, Betty, Clairmont, Fla.; 23 grandchildren; Morrison, South Fulton, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Ruby Moneyhun, and one
brother, Lawrence DeFreece, both of Kingsport, Tenn.; several nieces and
eight great-grandchildren.
nephews.

Ones(Red)(Doc)E. York, 86,Tubbs Road, Benton, died Sunday, Nov. 16.
2003, at 7:07 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Will Ed Bazzell
A laborer, he was a member of Hamlet Baptist Church.
The funeral for Will Ed Bazzell will be today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. in
One brother, Chester York, preceded him in death. He was the son of the late the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Bro.
Joel Walter Skaggs will
Henry York and Ida Bell Turner York.
officiate.
Burial
will
Maplewood
follow
in
the
Cemetery.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Adel! Jones York; two daughters, Mrs.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Brenda Hamlet and Mrs. Bemita Newcomb,two sons, Harold York and Stevie
Mr. Bazzell, 72, Mayfield, father of Kay Travis of Murray, died
York; two sisters, Mrs. Eulene Sloan and Mrs. Laudine Harmon, and two
brothers, Joe York and Londall York, all of Benton; six grandchildren; eight Friday, Nov. 14, 2003, at 8:30 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
. :A: retired employee-.of the Graves County P.V.A. Office, he retired
great-grandchildren.
' The funeral will be Wednesday a 11 a.m. in the chapel of Ccillier Funeral from
with the rank of E6 Master Sergeant with 20 years of servHome, Benton. Brett Heuing and Roy Gibson will officiate. Burial will follow ice including service in the Korean Conflict.
: in the Dunn Cemetery.
One sister, Martha Sue Bruce, preceded him in death. He was'the son
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
of the late Edgar Midas Bazzell and Margaret Jane Deveney Bazzell.Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Chin Bazzell; one daughter, Mrs. Kay
Mrs. Ella May Pounds
Travis,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Betty Skaggs, Hickory; half brother,
The funeral for Mrs. Ella May Pounds will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the
Jerry Dale Fox. Mayfield.
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Pallbearers will be James Adams, Greg Renfroe, Speedy Beard, Dustin
Beard, Buddy. Hamilton and Chris Floss. Burial will follow in the McCuiston Joseph Edward Free
Cemetery.
The funeral for Joseph Edward Free will be today (Tuesday) at 1 p.m.
'Visitation will be a the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Bro. Mark Lilly and Bro.
Mrs. Pounds,72. South Eighth Street, Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 16,2003, Joe Thorn will -officiate. Burial will follow in the Bethel Cemetery,
at 6:30 p.m. at her home.
Gilbertsville.
She was married Dec. 1, 1951, to Harry Norman Pounds, who died Sept.
Visitation is nowat the funeral home.
29, 1992. Also preceding her in death were one son, Thomas Pounds, one sisExpressions of sympathy may be made to Gideons International, P.O.
ter, Lois Hughes, and one brother, David Hughes Jr. Born Sept. 20, 1931, in
Lebanon, Ind.. she was the daughter of the late Sherman Hughes and Naomi Box 206, Benton, Ky., 42025.
Mr. Free, 74, U.S. 68 West, Benton, died Sunday, Nov. 16, 2003, at
Sheets Hughes.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Roberta Adams and Mrs. Sharon 12:15 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Hernandez, both of Murray, and Mrs. Teresa Lloyd and husband, Ralph, and
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was retired from SKW
Mrs. Betty Ashley, all of Lebanon, Ind.; two sons, Robert Pounds, New Alloys and King Brothers Grocery Stores. He was a member of Bethel
Concord, and Jack Pounds, Lebanon, Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Doris Halon, Missionary Baptist Church and of UAW Local 512.
Lebanon. Ind.: nine grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren.
Preceding him in death were three brothers, Udell Free, James Free
and Arthur Fee. He was the son of the late Dewey Wilson Free and Elphie
Terry Outland
Terry Outland. 56, New Haven, Mich., formerly of Murray, died Free.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Velma Free; three daughters, Mrs.
Wednesday, Nov. 12, 2003, at Mt. Clemens General Hospital, Mt. Clemens,
Donna
Lee, Mrs. Linda King and Mrs. Beverly Thweatt, all of Benton;
Mich.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Donna Weidenaar Outland, four children, two-sons. Randel Free, Smithland, and Ronnie Free, B-entomfive sisters,
Troy Centers and wife. Denise, Scott Outland, Tygh Outland and wife. Pam. Mrs. Josephine Patton, Garden, City, Mich., Mrs. Lillian Lawrence,
and Traci Buckner, and five grandchildren, all of Michigan; his parents, Kirksey, Mrs. Martha Belcher and Mrs. Rebecca Shaw, both of Murray,
Charles and Carolyn Outland, and one sister, Mrs. Gail Dick and husband, and Mrs. Geraldine Anderson, Benton; three brothers, Eual Ray Free,
,Gary, all of Murray.
Pierson, Mich., Donald Free, Cape Coral, Fla., and Scott Free, Murray;
The funeral was Saturday with the Genderrnalik Funeral Home, New 12 grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
Baltimore, Mich.. in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Hazel Jones Heck.
Private graveside services for Mrs. Hazel Jones-fleck will be held at a
later date at the Hazel Cemetery, Hazel.
James H. Davis Funeral Home & Crematory, Owensboro, is in charge of
arrangements..
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Settle Memorial Methodist
Church Building fund, 201 E. 4th St., Owensboro, Ky., 42303.
Online condolences may be made at www.davisflineralhome.cOm.
Mrs. Heck, 92, Buckland Square, Owensboro, died Sunday, Nov. 16,
2003, at Owensboro Mercy Health Systems, Owensboro.
She was a retired teacher, having taught fourth grade at the former Lee
Elementary School from 1963 to 1977. She was a member of Settle
Memorial Methodist Church, Owensboro, where she had been a volunteer
in the church's library and a member of the Bell Choir and of the late Cecil
Triplett Sunday School Class.
Mrs. Heck was born at Jones Mills
in Henry County, Tenn.
Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Alice H. Boling, Chesapeake.
BOB
Va., and Mrs. Lizanne H. Calhoun,
CORNELISON
Hendersonville, Tenn.; one son, Dr.
Charles D. Heck, Owensboro; seven
grandchildren, Jane Anne, Jonathan
Jason, Kristen, Adam, Matthew and
Home.
Ryan; two great-grandchildren. Calvin
Auto.
and Emily.
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Number of West Nile cases in Ky. drops in 2003
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Extra precautions taken by
Kentuckians and stepped-up mosquito-control efforts are being
eredited for a drop in the number
of West Nile virus cases in the
state this year.
Heavy summer rain may have
also helped prevent spread of the
-disease.
In its end-of-the-season report
on the potentially deadly virus, the
state Department of Public Health
reported 14 cases in 2003. with
one death. That's down from 75
human cases, including five
deaths, in 2002 - the first year
West Nile was reported in
Kentuckians.

Kentuckians are fortunate to occurred about three weeks later
have the 'relatively small number this year than in 2002 - in
of cases this year, said Sue September instead of August.
Billings, a veterinarian and epiThe human cases arose. fairly
demiologist with the department. evenly around the state, with two
"But we need to be vigilant."
each in Barren and Daviess counThis year 102 horses and I 1 1 ties and one each in Campbell,
birds tested positive for West Nile, Clark, Clinton, Fayette, Grant,
compared with 513 horses and 693 Greenup, Hart, Kenton, Laurel and
birds last year.
Marion counties.
Nationally, it was a record year
for West Nile, which struck some
Western states particularly hard.
There were 8,393 cases with a
median age of 47, and 184 deaths,
with a median age of 77.
Kentucky's death was an 89-yearold Campbell County woman.
The peak of West Nile activity
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STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dow Jones Ind..Avg.....9725.35 + 14.52
Air Products
45.70 + 0.19
Anthem
67.86 - 0.02
19.13 - 0.04
AT&T
BB&T
.37.14 + 0.07
25.87 - 0.11
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
6153- 0.12
26.72 + 0.17
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
72.72 + 0.22
Chevron Texaco Corp
73.90 + 0.30
Daimler Chrysler.
0,12
Dean Foods
32.68 + 0.51
Exxon-Mobil
35.63 + 0.03
Ford Motor
12.86 + 0.15
General Electric
28.57 + 0.76
General Motors
42.10 + 0.22
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 46.98 + 0.04
Goodrich .....
+ 0.11
Goodyear
6.56 - 0.08
Court Square, Murray. KY 42071
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US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart

prices as of 9 a.m.
17.25 B 17.30 A
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32.42+ 0.19
17.89 + 0.07
19.03 - 0.09
25.08 + 0.08
46.36+ 0.28
25.26 + 0.11
23.50 - 0.02
47.50. 0.17
34.35 + 0.2$
15.86 - 0.01
54.50+ 0.45
15.79 + 0.15
33.85 + 0.07
27.06. 0.31
35.18. 0.12
55.23 + 0.23
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Vote by voice
not recorded. The result, especially
Sometimes when a bill becomes
when an election looms, is that vota law, I check to see how my representatives yoted. Often, those
ers are not privy to information
results are printed in the newspaper, about how-their elected official
listed in convenient, easy-to-read
voted.
•
I emailed both Senators Mitch
charts. With the recent Senate Bill
McConnell and Jim Bunning's
1689, however, determining how
offices in Washington to see if I can
individual lawmakers acted was
find out whether they were there for
more complicated than that.
the vote and if they actually added
You-may -knovi S1689 by - their "Yeas"- io the mix.
another tag. This
'When and if I get an answer, I
expect there will be some informais the bill
tion about the background to the
approving supplemental appro- voice vote, and that there will be
some good reasons for taking this
priations tot-Afghanistan and approach. On the other hand, I am
distressed that the senators from
Iraq, which
amounts to a
every state and both parties would
agree to hide behind a procedural
whopping $87.5
cop-out like a voice vote so they,
billion. The
Main Street funds are aimed will -not have-tajuitify-their_ded,__
sion•when the next election comes
By Constance at security and
reconstruction
around.
Alexander
those
Though I am most interested in
efforts
in
Ledger & Times
the Senate vote — the House actucountries
for
the
Columnist
fiscal year that
ally took a roll call vote on this
issue — I was intrigued to see that
ends September
Representative Ernie Fletcher, our
30, 2004.
I started researching the question newly elected governor, did not
vote on the supplementary approof how Kentucky's senators voted
priations bill at all. I wonder what
on S1689 when I saw a television
that fence sitting was all about.
report that indicated a total of six
senators were actually present for
But I am wondering about a lot
the vote. The lone dissenter was
of things lately. We are in the middle of a war. Every day another
Robert Byrd, a Democrat from
West Virginia.
death is added to the growing list.
As I write this column, the banner
It is a simple equation. One plus
headline in the Courier Journal
five equals six. What I want to
know is who are the five who voted mentions the helicopter accident
That took 1,7 more lives, again from
_for it?
The more I tried to investigate
the 101st, right in our own backwhat appeared, on the surface, to be yard.
There is so much talk of supa simple question, the more comporting the troops, why aren't the
plex• the issue became. Even-the _
Congressional Record did not conpeople elected by the majority willtain the information I sought. Nor
ing to offer their official vote on a
did a host of other Web sites that
bill that provides funding to support
the recovery of Afghanistan and
one would reasonably expect to
include this kind of data.
Iraq so we can bring our troops
Eventually, I discovered that the
home?
vote on S1689 was a "voice vote."
Project Vote Smart provides
Of course, any idiot knows what
information on the Internet about
that means — the old "Yea" or
federal elected officials and candi"Nay," in a gaggle of indistinguish- dates, including key votes and posiable voices, unless, of course, you
tions on the issues. The Web site
are Robert Byrd, and are the only
address is http://www.votevoice raised in official dissent.
smartorg.
A voice vote brings with it
something I'll call a high "weasel
Read Main Street online at
factor." When an issue is put to
www.murrayledgercom. Contact
voice vote, the names or numbers
the columnist directly at conof senators voting on either side are stancealexander@charternet.

Fighting the War on Terror
This week in the Senate we a
pproved several pieces of legislation to better protect the American
people. On Monday, the Senate
passed my bill
unanimously S.
1657, to arm
cargo pilots. On
Tuesday, the day
we honored our
veterans, the
Senate passed
the FY04
Defense
Authorization
Conference
On The Hill Report and the
By Sen. Jim FY04 Military
Construction
Bunning
Appropriations
R-Kentucky
Bill that
includes many
of my provisions
which helps
Kentucicians.
With the passage of The Arming
Cargo Pilots Against Terrorism Act,
the Senate has taken another step
forward in our efforts to keep
America safe from the threat of terrorist attack. By giving our cargo
pilots the tools necessary to defend
the cockpit, we can help shore up
our homeland defense and make
our skies a safer place to fly.
My pin closes a datigerotistoopphole in our national security by
giving cargo pilots the option
ofjozrnng the Federal Flight Deck
Officer Program — an option
already given to commercial passenger pilots — in order to defend
the cockpit against potenUal terrorist highiackers.
With the Department of
Homeland Security warning last
weekend about a possible terrorist
plot to highjack cargo planes overseas and fly them into targets here
in the United States, it is vital we
give our cargo pilots the ability to
defend the cockpit from the threat
of terrorist highjackings.
On Veterans Day, the Senate
pa.ssed the FY04 Defense

Authorization Conference Report,
which included a number of key
provisions beneficial to Kentucky's
militaxy family. My sense of the
Congress to develop and deploy'
programs to update the chemical
agent monitoring system at
Bluegrass Army Depot in Madison
County is common sense stuff that
will protect Kentuckians, personnel
in the chemical demilitarization
program, and our environment.
The Conference Report includes
my amendment to allow the Navy
to enter into multi-yen procurement
for the Phalanx Block 1B Close in
Weapons System. The Phalanx system protects our naval fleet against
attacks from small boats and
planes, and prevents terror attacks
like the one on the USS Cole, and I
am pleased to have secured this
provision. It not only gives promise
of more work m Louisville, but
multi-year contract authority helps
save the taxpayers their money.
It was also fitting that on the day
Kentuckians honored our veterans
my provision in the Conference
Report authorizing the Secretary of
the Army to convey to the
Kentucky Department of Veteran's
Affairs the rights and title to a 93acre parcel of land at Fort Knox for
the establishment of a state-run veterans- cemetery was paed.
As the War on Terror continues,
it is vital for our military to have a
strong infrastructure. The Senate
passed the FY04 Military
Construction Appropriations Bill
and I am happy to report more than
$135 million will go to Kentucky
military installations. The funds
will be used to improve housing,
dining facilities, training and readiness centers to help our solders.and
their families.
This is all good news for the
American people. These bills will
help improve our homeland defenses and provide our troops with the
tools necessary to win the War on
Terror.

YES,You
AND HAVEA atm OF A.Nt

IMAGE PROBLEM
HERE IN
BRITAIN.

Iraq forges unlikely alliance
By SCOTT LINDLAW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)— At
first, President Bush and British
Prime Minister Tony Blair strained
to find tommon ground. Asked _
what interests they shared shortly
after Bush took office, the best he
could come up with was that they
used the same brand of toothpaste,
liked sports and loved their kids.
Nearly three years later, the two
leaders enjoy an intense bond
forged by their passionate defense
of the need to invade Iraq.
From many angles, it seems like
an improbable relationship: a conservative president and a liberal
prime minister with distinctly different styles.
Blair is smooth and urbane, an
Oxford-educated barrister with polished rhetoric. Bush, on the other
hand, pines for escapes to his rural
Texas ranch, confuses audiences
with his mangled sentences and
makes no secret of his mediocre
record at Yale.
Even so, they profess a fierce
loyalty to each other.
"He's a smart, capable, trustworthy friend," Bush said of Blair last
week."He's the kind of person with
whom I like to consult, a person
I'm proud to call friend, because
he's willing to make the tough decision and stand by it."
The friendship, galvanized by
Iraq, is all upside for Bush, giving
him an articulate spokesman about
the need for war, adding more than
7,400 British troops in Iraq and
serving as a bridge to Europe when
other allies refused to go along.
But it has come at a heavy cost
to Blair. His approval ratings have
tumbled. Hundreds of thousands of
people took to the streets to protest
a war in which more than 50
Britons have since died. Some
60,000 demonstrators are expected
when Bush visits London this
week, and the security level there
has been hetghtened.
Biair has lost two government
ministers and seen his support
erode among fellow Labor Party
members in Parliament. A weapons
adviser, David Kelly, apparently
killed himself in July after a tempest over intelligence. Nearing the
end of his most stressful year in •
office, Blair was hospitalized last

AP News Analysis
month with heart palpitations.
After the pummeling Blair has
taken for standing with Bush, many
observers wonder why the prime
minister remains so loyal to the
president. Public satisfaction with
Blair has slumped from 49 percent
in April to 33 percent last month in
a Guardian-ICM poll.
"There's no doubt that Blair's
popularity has been hurt by the war,
as has Bush's," said Michael
Mandenbaum, author of a book on
21st century international relations,
"The Ideas That Conquered the
"You have to wonder whether
this one is just a marriage of convenience," said James Goldgeier, a
Europe specialist at the Council on
Foreign Relations. "It's hard to
imagine they have a lot in common
as individuals, and they have different political orientations."
There are also sharp disagreements between the governments
they head.
Britain's trade secretary, Patricia
Hewitt, said last year that she and
Blair were "bitterly disappointed"
by Bush's decision to slap tariffs on
imported steel — duties that the
World Trade Organization recently
declared illegal.
Many Britons are angry that nine
of their countrymen are among
those being held at the U.S. detention camp for suspected terrorists at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
And Blair gently chided Bush on
global warming in July, urging him
to demonstrate more leadership on
the environment.
The dispute over the Kyoto
global warming treaty was a rare
public display of disagreement.
Some critics at home have accused
Blair of being a lap dog for Bush
and not confronting him'more publicly, more often.
Blair said he saw little point in
that during a time of war.
"I don't believe it is very sensible when you are in a coalition and
you are fighting a war and then
fighting a peace in very difficult
circumstances to be mouthing off
every so often," he told American
reporters.
In a British newspaper Sunday,
Blair sought to demonstrate that he

and Bush have their differences.
"Where Britain's national interests are best served by airing them
publicly — as for instance over our
different positions on global warming or steel tariffs — I don't hesitate to do it," Blair wrote in the
News of the World.
The president, meanwhile, said
"I'm really Looking forward to (the
trip). It's going to be a fantastic
experience."
Aides to Bush say that despite
their disparate world views, the twoleaders have a strong personal
chemistry, trading jokes during
their frequent meetings and weekly
phone conversations.
Some analysts say Blair sticks
with Bush out of principle and a
tactical calculation that strong ties
are in Britain's interest.
"He believed that to be effective
in a world in which America is the
predominant power, that the only
way to do this was to be close to
the United States and try to have

AP File Photo
whatever influence on the policy he
could by being close," Goldgeier
said.
"The other option is the French
approach: Lead a group and counter
American policy. I don't think Blair
wanted to put the (United
Kingdom)in that position,"
Goldgeier said.
Michael Worcester, chairman of,,
the British polling firm MORI,said
Blair's popularity has suffered more
from his perceived failure to deliver
such government services as health
care, education and transportation
than it has from his alliance with
Bush.
While the president's visit may
seem to come at an inopportune
time for Blair, administration officials and outside experts say he can
easily withstand the fresh criticism
that will come when they meet
Thursday at No. 10 Downing
Street. Unlike Bush, Blair does not
face election within a year; his current term ends in June 2006.

Got something To silo

Send your letter to P.O. Box 1040, Murray KY
42071 or fax to 270-753-1927. Please include
address and telephone number and all letters
MUST BESIGNED! Letters should be

between 300-400 words in length and we
require letters be typed. The Murray Ledger &
Times reserves the right to edit or reject any
letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,

grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page. Comments or
questions may be directed to Eric Walker,
managing editor, at 753-1916.
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Community
Tuesday,

'Meet the Lakers' night
scheduled on Saturday

November 18, 2003

Engagement

Hart selected for honor

Huie and Strickland

Haley Hart has been seleLted as
the Rotary Club Student of the
Month from Murray High School
for the_month of November.
A
Murray
High
S-e itere
has
Hart
been a fouryear member of Pep
Club.
French
Club and
Fellowship
of Christian
Athletes.
She served
Hart
as a representative
on the Student Government Council
for three years and is currently serving as president.
Hart has been a member of the
Varsity Swim Team and the Varsity
Soccer Team, serving as captain for
the past two years. She has served as
president of her class for two years

Porter Jr. and Sonya Huie of Farmington announce the engage"Meet the Lakers" for the 2003-2004 basketball - --C-harles
ment and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kelly Angelia Huie, to
season will be Saturday, Nov.22, at 5 p.m. at ailloway
Danny Tyrus Strickland, son of Tyrus and Charlene Strickland of Memphis,
County High School.
Tenn.
Introductions will begin at 5 p.m. Amy Watson of
The bride-elect is a graduate of Graves County High School and attendWPSD-TV New Channel 6 and an alumnus of CCHS,
will be assisting with the introduction of athletes and ed Murray State University. Miss Huie is an executive assistant with B.A.
cheerleaders. Watson will be playing a trivia game Framer in Memphis, Tenn.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Woodale High School and attended the
with the audience with prizes to be given away.
University
of Memphis. He is the owner of a financial planning practice
Little Dribblers for the 2003-2004 season will also
Express and is a member of the Mayfield-Graves County
through
American
be performing.
Chamber of Commerce.
Admission is free and the public is invited.
The wedding will be Saturday. Dec. 6, 2003, at 7 p.m. at Farmington
Jo's
Baptist
Church in Farmington.
Datebook
will follow in the church's Family Life Center.
A
reception
By Jo Burkeen
A Community Thanksgiving Dinner will be served at
All relatives and friends are invited. Only out-of-town invitations are
Community Editor the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray.
being.
The dinner is for anyone in Calloway County that will be
dining alone on Thanksgiving day, Nov. 27. The doors will open at 10 a.m.
for fellowship and lunch will be served at noon. If you are planning to attend,
please stop by the Senior Citizens office and pick up a ticket no later than
Tonia Casey, Need Line director, who are having to choose between
Tuesday, Nov. 25. There is no charge for the ticket. For more information call
was
the speaker at Murray Kiwanis food and medicine.
-753-0929.
Some of the food items especialClub meeting at Pam's Cake Hut
ly needed include: dry beans,
Thursday, Nov. 13.
Casey canned meat, oatmeal, cornbread
.I.H. Hornbuckle Memo_rial Residential Services are requesting food donareported mix and green vegetables. Over 200
tions for needy families in time for the Thanksgiving holiday. Donations an
that "the pounds of food items were provided
be left at Murray Fire Extinguisher Sales and Services, 601 South 4th St.,
numbers of that evening by Kiwanis members.
Murray, between the hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For information call 762-0600.
people we
"The need for cleanilicaTplies
have and hygiene products really
helped has increased this year. You cannot get
7 Southwest Elementary School will have a rebate day at Mr. Gatti's on
greatiy these with food stamps," Casey
Wednesday. Nov. 19. The school will -receive 10 percent of the.sales from 5
increased. said.
•
p.m. to closing.
While the
majority of
Christmas basket time is quickly
our
famiapproaching.
Casey said that volunMurray High School Softball Team will have a rebate day at Captain D's
lies have teers are always needed for preparon Wednesday, Nov. 19. Persons are asked to place their receipts in the box
work, it's ing Christmas baskets, stocking
op the counter so the team will get credit for the sales.
hard
to shelves and preparing other baskets
Casey
stretch as needed.
Casey credited the generous spirresources
Curriculum Committee of Calloway County High School Site-based
with minimum wage jobs."
it of the community for keeping
Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, Nov. 20,at 3:15 p.m. in Room
Casey emphasized a new pro- Need Line supplied. She concluded
808 of the high school. The public is invited.
gram, providing nutritionally based by reminding the group that Need
food baskets to aid senior citizens Line is a United Way Agency.
Calloway County Homemakers will take orders in their annual 12th poinsettia sale through Friday, Nov. 21. Delivery day will be Dec. 4 from 2 p.m..
until all plants have either been picked up or delivered at the Family Life
Fifth Grade
School
North
Elementary
Center of First United Methodist church, Murray. Orders may be placed with
All As
students
for
announces
its
honor
roll
any homemaker or by calling Judy Stahler at 753-7387 or the County
Marci Creuch, Ciera Gobert,
the first nine weeks grading period
Extension Office at 753-1452.
Shea Pierce and Darcie Stephenson.
for the Fourth and Fifth grades.
As and Bs
- Fourth Grade
Shawn Bearsby, Chelsea Boyd,
All As
-Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday. Nov.
Lauren Benson, Breanna Bethel, Rebekah Burkeen, Zachary Carter,
2p, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. A potluck luncheon will be served and the
Emily
Crouse, Zach Fortenbury, Jay Candyce Chambers, Cassie Collins,
annual auction will be held. Each member is to bring two nonperishable food
or personal items for Need Line. Hostesses will be Linda Cooper, Bobbie Green, Ashley Gullixon, Paige Taylor Dumas, Blake Edwards,
Ashleigh Eldridge, Jordan Eldridge,
Paschall and Jennifer Williams.
Waters, Shirley Robinson and Virginia Thomson.
Tiffany Franklin, Victoria Jackson,
As and Bs
Patrick Brown, Lorna Carrico, Lauren Johnson,
Carlie
Samantha
Logan,
Alyssa
Cunningham, Kelsie Gibson,
• Mother to Mother, a support group for breastteeding moms, will meet
Morton,
Chris
McCuiston,
Lucas
Harper,
Joey
Harrison,
Sarah
Daniel
Public
meeting
room
of
Calloway
Thursday, Nov. 20, at 10:30 a.m. in the
1.;ibrary, 710 Main St., Murray. The group may be in the park behind the Jones, Makayla Kim, Darian Owen, Kody Rudolph, Amber
McCallister, Nathan Maynard, Sanders, Brock Simmons, Lindsey
library if the weather is nice. Refreshments will be served and door prizes
Kendra
Miller, Tyler Pittman, Stamer, Curt Thurman, Hailey
former
breastfeeding
moms
of
moms
(and
dads)
as
well
as
giyen. Pregnant
airy age are welcome. For more information call Kim Jastremski, C.L.E.C., Amanda Smith, R.J. Swift and Tubbs, Sierra Underhill, Morgan
Williams and MaKaylon Wilson.
Ashley Wolfe.
phone 759-4746.

Thanksgiving dinner planned

Kiwanians hear Need Line director

Food donations requested

Southwest promotion Wednesday

and as Vice president for two years.
She was chosen to attend the
NASA Supported International
Space Sclool FoOridation, Murray's
Leaderthip Tomorrow and the Hugh
O'Brian Youth Leadership program.
Hart has been a member of Girl
Scouts of America for- seven -years,has served as a French tutor for two
years and has served on mission
trips through her church to London,
England and Auckland, New
Zealand. She has volunteered as a
worker at Camp Bear Creek and at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was selected by her class
members as "Most Likely to
Succeed" and was elected Prom
Queen and a Ms Murray High
School Attendant. She has been a
Murray
State
Chemistry
Competition School Winner and has
received the All-State Academic
Sportsman Award.
Hart is the daughter of Leah and
Terry Hart of Murray. After graduation from high school she plans to
attend college and major in biology.

Montessori School

MHS Softball Team promotion Wednesday

CCHS Committee plans meeting

Poinsettia sale closes on Friday
.

HonerRoll

Home Department plans meeting

Mother to Mother meeting Thursday

Hazel club meeting Thursday
: Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday. Nov. 20, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. Jennifer Doom will be the speaker. Secret pals will be
r6ealed and a bakeless bake sale will be scheduled. Carmaleta Eldridge,
Betty Hudson and Marla Thompson will be hostesses.

Clothes Closet open on Thursday
; Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet is open each Thursday from 9 a.m.
top, noon at the church in Dexter. Featured are infants to adult clothes which
are free to -those needing them. For information call Linda Young at 437490-

Lodge will present gift to center
• Woodmen of World Lodge 728 will present an exercise bicycle to the
Senior Citizens at Weaks Community Center on Thursday, Nov. 20. All lodge
members are asked to attend to have picture taken at 2:30 p.m.

Hoffman fund established
An account has been established
at BB&T bank to benefit Andrea
Nesbitt Hoffman and Jason
Hoffman who were involved in an
automobile accident on Sunday,
Sept. 28, on Highway 68 in Land

'The EssentialDay Spa
I let Us Help You With Your Holiday Shopping
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Tiger Night' scheduled Saturday
"Tiger Night," sponsored by the Murray High School Backboard club,
will be Saturday, Nov. 22, at 5 p.m. at Murray High School. Murray Tiger
basketball teams, along with Basketball Tigers from the Little Dribblers, to
the little league and from the middle school to the varsity teams will be introduced. Cheerleaders from the middle and high schools and the Dance team
will be introduced. The event is free, but a meal may be purchased as Tiger
merchandise and raffle items, along with an auction.

Murray Singles will meet tonight
Murray Singles(S.O.S.) will meet tonight. Nov. IS, at 7 p.m. at the Weaks
Community Center. All singles are invited. This is a group for all singles
whether divorced, widowed or never married. For more information call
Vicky at 753-3128 or Shirley at 753-6224.

Music Department plans meeting
- Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight. Nov.
18, at 7 p.m. at the club house. "Turkey Trot" will be theme of the program.
Hostesses will be Neva Grey Allbritten, Faye Austin, Sondra Rice, Virginia
Randolph. Kathy Mowery and Lea Yates.

CCHS Alumni will have called meetings
Calloway County High School Alumni and Associates will be having only
special called meetings from November through February. Regular meetings
will resume on the second Tuesday in March at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's.

WE'VE MOVED!
lirOn
Slot
,

Sunset Boulevard Music is now located
in the yellow building beside
Wendy's on Chestnut Street.
CDs, CAR STEREO &
INSTALLATION

CHESTNUT STREET(BESIDE WENDI-S)• 753-0113

Between the Lakes.
Donations may be made at any
BB&T location and other collection
points at various locations throughout Calloway County.

40i
kit

• Haireare• Massage Therapy•Facials•Sugaring
• Manicures•Pedicures
Named One ofAmerica's Fastest Growing Salons

AVEDA
Concept Salon

1311Johnson Blvd.• Murray • 270-767-0760

November Specials
VIDEO GOLD
•1 Month Unlimited Tanning $25

Photo provided
The preschool class of Montessori Discovery School visited
the Murray State campus postoffice in the Curris Center to
mail Grandparents' Day cards. The class was given a tour of
the post office by Tana Alexander.

Rotaract Club selected for honor
University's
Murray State
Rotaract Club, a community service
organization, was recently selected
"Best of the Rotary Web 2003."
The club was recognized as having the best.Rotaract Club website
in the United States by the
International Computer Users
Fellowship of Rotarians.
Murray's website won because
of "outstanding design and webbased contents promoting the val-

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
For All Your Insurance Needs

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides coverage for:
• Farmers
• Life Insurance
• Automobiles
• Health (Group & Individual
• Workers Compensation
• Homeowners
• Medicare Supplements
• Commercial
• Long-Thrm Care
• Bonds
• Motorcycles
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-4751

In 30 minutes,

Peggy made her husband look twice.
After going from a "lay
down and zip my pants"
size 16 to a comfortable
size 4, Peggy Payne says
one of her favorite things
is the extra attention she
gets from her husband.
The key to her success
has been the support she
gets at Curve,

• FREE1-Shirts with Purchase of Tanning Package
•50% OFF Lotions (with Purchase of Tanning Package I
3 Movie Rentals $7.95 (2 days)
4 Movie Rentals' $9.95(2 dab's)
1206 Chestnut St.(Behind Hardee's)•759-4944

sttr-cNi;4
1 - POINSETTIA

f,411

ues of Rotarians world wide."
is
webmaster
Rotaract's
Mitchum Owen, a junior radio-television major from Paris. Tenn,
In addition to Rotaract, Owen is
in charge of websites for several
other MSU programs and organizations including the Honors
Program, the Commonwealth
Honors Academy, the Foreign
Language Club and the National
Broadcasting Society.

SALE!
Now thru November 22nd
Sponsored By The

Calloway County Homemakers
6-1/2 inch pot - $7.50(5-7 Blooms)
8-1/2 inch pot. $15.00

270-759-3400
1608 Hwy 121 North
Murray. PO 42071

270-252-3399

'All money must accompany orders unless for a business or a church.

17h9 Mayfield Hwy 05
Benton, KY 42025

Orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Stahler by November 22nd Plants can hi

270-575-3800

picked up or delivered on December 5th at the First United Methodist Church

3420 Park Are
Paducah, ICY 42001

To place order by phone contact Calloway County Extension Office
at 753-1452 or Judy Stahler at 753.7387

lb, power to
amaze yourself.

www curyesintemational corn

'Offen ha.ed on tom vise enrollment

nommum 12 rno

Join Now
Rest of the year

*FREE!
Over 5,000 locations to

‘mti o

O,
rttutttl,,i Ntt'l

5erve

you.

at,1 mhet .tlfet
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Murray State Football
Brooks:
Pannunzio, Racers look to close strong Season
not lost
for UK
Tuesday, November 18, 2003

second time in -three games.
win three of our last four games.. Racers vs. Tennessee St.
By SCOTT NANNEY
The Racers can make, it three
boost
for
a
big
That would be
Sports- -Editor
When. No 22
out
of four with a victory over
offseason."
into
the
heading
us
first
time
For practically the
1 30 p.m.
rival Tennessee State (6-5, 4-3)
Murray (4-7, 3-4 OVC) startall season, Joe Pannunzio has
Where: Roy
in Saturday's 1:30 p.m. season
ed its mini-revival nearly a month
Stewart Stadium.
something to be excited about.
finale on Senior Day at Roy
Murray, Ky.
There's no ago with a 27-24 win- at rival-RACERS
Records: MSU
Stewart Stadium.
denying that the Southeast Missouri State, which
(4-7), TSU (6-5)
MSU hasn't lost a game on
con10th
program's
Murray State marked the
Last Meeting:
Day in Pannunzio's three
Senior
head coach and secutive win over the Indians (5Nov. 9, 2002
previous seasons at the Racers'
51-27 MSU
his fourth Racer 6, 5-2), who will face Ohio Valhelm, and the head coach hopes
Sides TSU 8-7
squad have suf- ley conference leader Jacksonville
that trend continues this weekfered through a State (7-3, 6-1) in a season finale
forgettable this weekend that will decide the best of any team in the league end for the team's 18 seniors.
Among them is injured quar... It's been that kind of year."
2003 campaign league championship.
Ironically, the victory over
MSU is coming off its most terback Stewart Childress, who
that has been
marred by dev- SEMO made the Racers the only complete game of the season *— tore an -anterior cruciate ligament
ann nz o
astating injuries .team- in the OVC to post wins last Thursday's 41-27 triumph.over in a knee earlier this season aad
over tile ponferencertriti -tivo - 17yoinig but improVed-Teiinessee; --has.lieerra-spectatortin the-145U
and inconsistent- play.
sidelines for the last several weeks.•
However, the Racers' recent teams,as Murray also won at home Martin club,
The former Caldwell County
overtime
Gamecocks
in
over
the
put
In that contest, the Racers
winning ways have taken at least
their offensive struggles behind High School standout will finish
some of the sting away from a (23-17) on Oct. 4.
"It's really indicative of the type them- for at least one night with his Racer career in second place
disappointing 4-7 season that starton the school's all-time passing
season we've had, and what a season-high 510 total yards
of
ed with so much promise.
"It's nice to get back on the we've gone through," Pannunzio including 335 yards,rushing. Junior list with 7,581 yards.
Marshall County product Bobby
winning track," said Pannunzio noted of his team's two biggest Ron Lane rushed for a careerSanders,
a three-year starter in
"If
we
win
season.
wins
of
the
high 201 yards and scored a pair
during his weekly media conference Monday. "It's been a crazy our last game, we might end up of touchdowns to lead the way the MSU secondary who is leadyear, but we have a chance to being the team _that's playing the for Murray, which Won for the ing the Racers in tackles foi the

third consecutive season, will also
play his _final game on Saturday,
as will several local and area
players that helped the program
earn an OVC crown last fall.
"There are some kids that have
meant a whole lot to this football program, and we want to
send them out with a win," Pannunzio explained. "Bobby Sanders
has been her forever, and Josh
Catlett and Stewart Childress have
been here longer than I have.
"When you talk about where
this football program is and what
it has been about, those three
kids are what college football is
——
-all'about' he vontinued.
"Football's not like basketball
and baseball. When you put those
pads away after Saturday, I bet
of those 18- kids, 15 of them will
never put pads on again or play
football again in their -life. It's
over, and it's been a significant
part of their lives ... Everybody
who's played (football) knows
what Senior Day means."

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — In
the afteiinnth of a "nightmare"
loss to the Southeastern Conference's worst team, Kentucky football coach Rich Brooks said Monday the Wildcats still have a lot
to play for this, season.
-Kentucky--€46-44 ErEC)-inta'st
win its final two-'games to reach
Brooks' preseason goal of bowl
eligibility. He
and his players
libit; expressed confidence that the
can
Wildcats
upset No. 6
Georgia_(8 Z. 5-2) on the reed on
Saturday and follow that up with
a win over No. 9 Tennessee on
Nov. 29 — even if Kentucky hasn't beaten a top-10 team since 1977.
"I think our players understand
what is on the line here," Brooks
said during his weekly press conARLINGTON, Texas (AP) — Alex da last year and the Rangers' Juan Gon- refused to elaborate.
Only a handful of large-market teams, ference. "They know what they're
Rodriguez won the AL MVP award, even zalez in 1996. This time, he received
though the Texas Rangers didn't win 242 points in voting by the Baseball such as the Mets, Yankees, Red Sox, capable of doing when we funcWriters' Association and was the only Orioles and Dodgers, could take on the tion on all cylinders. We need to
many games.
rest of his $252 million, 10-year con- get back to that, obviously, after
player listed on every ballot.
willing
to
listen
Rangers
are
Yet, the
a week off of not doing it."
"I felt like I was driving myself crazy tract, the richest in baseball history.
to offers from other teams for the AllKentucky's 28-17 loss last SatRodriguez hasn't been able to turn
Star shortstop — not that many could afford over this award. It was painful to come
urday
to Vanderbilt, which hadn't
Rangers,
who
the
fortunes
of
the
said
during
around
place,"
Rodriguez
the seven seasons and $179 million left in second
a conference call from his vacation in have finished last in the AL West in all beat a NCAA Division I-A team
on his record contract.
After becoming only the second play- Mexico. "There's nothing like winning three of his seasons while he led the all season,- was the Wildcats' ninth
in a row after a bye week, a
league in home runs.
er from a last-place team to win a Most it. I Couldn't be happier."
streak that dates to the 1998 seahit
:298
with
47
lastThis
year,
A-Rod
other'
player
from
a
The
only
award,
Rodriguez
conPlayer
Valuable
firmed Monday that the Rangers talked place team to be MVP was Andre Daw- homers and also led the league in runs son. Kentucky never found a way
(124)and slugging percentage(.600), along to stop Vanderbilt quarterback Jay
son of the Chicago Cubs in 1987.
to him about a possible trade.
were
split
with 118 RBIs that were second in the Cutler, who had 304 yards rushvotes
situation,"
The
28
first-place
-mewith
a
"They presented
Rodriguez said. "Whatever they want to among 10 players, one short of the record AL to Delgado's 145. The Rangers were ing and passing and threw for
four touchdowns. Only a Kendo, I'll want to cross that bridge when set in the 1977 AL vote and matching 71-91.
tucky touchdown in the final minute
continue
Rangers
will
Rodriguez
Hart
said
the
1947
NL
vote.
or
the
total
in
the
the time is right. I'm not closing
got six, the fewest for an MVP winner the commitment they made to young kept it from being the Wildcats'
opening any doors right now."
General manager John Hart said Texas since the New York Yankees' Yogi Berra players midway through manager Buck most lopsided loss of the season.
"This is to me the first time
Showalter's first season. They won't be
was contacted by several clubs about in 1951.
Toronto first baseman Carlos Delgado big spenders in free agency as they work this year that we really haven't
Rodriguez, but that there was never a
specific deal during those conversations was second with 213 points, followed by to cut their payroll from more than $100 responded with some type of an
Yankees catcher Jorge Posada with 194. million last season to the $70 million emotion during the game," Brooks
several weeks ago.
said. "I think everybody was wait"We've made it very clear that we Delgado and Posada both got five first- range.
ing for that somebody to make a
win,
that
Alex
has
to
"With
the
desire
place
votes.
going
to
be
here,"
Hart
think
Alex
is
AP
play to get everybody excited, and
to
wait
for
is
does
he
want
there
had
the
question
Rodriguez said he thought
Texas shortstop Alex Rodriguez won his said. "At the same time, we're not going
been talks about a possible trade with "three us here or is there something that can that play didn't happen."
to turn the phones off."
first American League MVP award on MonImmediately after the game
Rodriguez finished second in the MVP of four teams" but didn't elaborate. Hart, provide an opportunity for him to win
day, edging out Toronto's Carlos Delgado. ballot twice, to Oakland's Miguel Teja- speaking on a separate conference call, quicker?" Hart said.
Brooks said that if Kentucky had
a similar performance against
Georgia — which hasn't lost to
the Wildcats at home since 1977
or at all since 1996 — the score
would be "a million to nothing."
strength of schedule after winning that will determine which two last 'week and I am not concerned in a BCS bowl.
By JOSH DUBOW
He didn't back down from that
"The only thing we can con- statement Monday.
teams will play for the national about it this week," USC coach
45-0 at Arizona (2-9).
AP Football Writer
"That's great, I guess, but it does- championship in the Sugar Bowl. Pete Carroll said. "We have a big trol is how we play in the last
Ohio State moved past USC
"Georgia is a great football team,
The Sooners have a 1.0 for poll game coming up against UCLA. two games of the season," coach now," he said. "You want to talk
into second place in the BCS stand- n't really mean anything until we
ings Monday. Even so, the Buck- go up and play Michigan," Ohio average, 1.0 for computer-rank aver- We're just trying to take care of Gary Patterson said. "We under- about talent, speed, guys that exestand with the system that's cur- cute (and) fly around and get
eyes might need more than a win State defensive end Will Smith age, GAO for strength of sched- business this week."
TCU, the only undefeated team rently in place, we need to win excited about making plays, this
ule, zero for losses and 0.6 bonus
at Michigan to defend their cham- said.
-After we play Michigan and points for beating fifth-place Texas in Division I-A along with Okla- our last two games to have a is Georgia. If we play as letharpionship.
homa, fell from sixth to eighth. chance for a BCS bowl."
The Buckeyes edged ahead of hopefully come out with a win, for a 1.8.
gic as we did last week against
The biggest development this Georgia, they'll run us out of the
Ohio State was second with The Horned Frogs, who finish the
Southern California by 0.19 points then we can see where we're
7.52 points, followed by USC at season against Southern Missis- week was Ohio State's move to stadium. It will be, whew! It will
following their 16-13 overtime win ranked then."
sippi and SMU. need to he in the second, although it might just be be ugly — ugly ugly."
Oklahoma (10-0) remained the 7.71 and LSU at 12.21.
over Purdue. The Trojans lost
"I wasn't concerned about it top six to guarantee an at-large berth temporary.
ground in the computers and runaway leader in the standings
Brooks said Kentucky players
did not quit against Vanderbilt.
"We just didn't get started," he
said. "If we had quit we wouldn't have scored a touchdown late
in the game. We wouldn't have
stopped them a couple of times.
But we just never got started. We
never got the car out of park.
FRANCISCO
(AP)
—
There's
a
SAN
good relationship there.
The motor was running, but 'it
Before Terrell Owens disappeared We connect well."
wasn't moving."
down the stairs to the locker room,
After Owens accelerated past
Senior tackle Sylvester "Big
he thrilled the San Francisco 49ers' Chad Scott to catch Rattay's perKat" Miller echoed Brooks' comfans one more time by raising his fect pass on the 49ers' second
ments.
arms in the signal for a touch- drive of the night, he didn't pro"This team, we're never lookdown.
duce a pen from his sock or grab
ing to quit," Miller said. "This
Owens kept his celebrations a cheerleader's pompoms. He simwhole season has been up and
simple this time — and his play ply did a pirouette and broke into
down.
If it were like that, we
a rather conservative dance.
was simply beautiful.
would have quit from the get-go
Owens had a 61 -yard touch"They're giving me the opporafter the (season-opening) loss to
down catch among his eight recep- tunity to make some plays." Owens
Louisville.
tions for 155 yards, and Tim Rat- said. "The first half of the sea"We're still excited about the
went
21-of-27
for
254
yards
son,
I
was
really
putting
pressure
tay
season. We know if we're able
in the 49ers' 30-14 victory over on Myserr-rdtopped some
to do what we need to do these
the Pittsburgh Steelers on Mon- es and I wasn't playing 1.0.-like.
next two games (and) come out
•
when
we
night.
was
went
on
a
losThat
day
with wins, we'll be able to be
Perhaps it was the prime-time ing skid. and I was just trying to
where we actually want to be at
spotlight. Perhaps it was a grow- do too much."
the
end of the season, in postBarcomfort
with
loves
In
the
third
quarter,
Kevan
Rattay, who
ing
season play."
low broke through the line on a
to throw deep.
That's the reality, Brooks said,
Perhaps Owens simply got com- 78-yard touchdown run — but
one of two motivating facand
Owens
paved
the
way
by
blockfortable enough in this stressful
tors for his team.
season to let loose with his for- ing two Pittsburgh defensive backs
"If we beat Georgia, we haue
midable talents — but whatever in the final yards.
If we don't, we're done,
a
chance.
WhileBartow's
teammates
sparked it. -Owens' performance
so that's one point," he said. -The
set up nearly every good thing in mobbed him in the end zone. Owens
other point is, ak disappointing as
the 49ers' fourth straight home strutted back to the sideline with
that loss was to Vanderbilt to
growing
as
quicka
swagger
that's
victory.
PAUL SAKUMA/AP
everybody connected with Ken"He's so big and strong that ly as the 49ers' playoff hopes.
San Francisco 49ers wide receiver Terrell Owens is closely covered by Pittsburgh Steel"If 1.0. wasn't there. I would ers players in the third quarter Monday night in San Francisco. The 49ers defeated the tucky, the elation (with a witi)
when they have to single him, it's
over a No. 6-ranked Georgia team
a-mismatch." Rattay said. "We did havVbeen down at the 5." BarSteelers 30-14.
would be just as great.
a good job calling plays for him. low said.

AL MVP may not stay in Texas

Ohio State moves into second spot in BCS

49ers hammer Steelers
in Monday matchup

>a'•
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Petrino not
making
excuses for
Memphis loss
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Murray High School soccer players were recognized at their annual banquet, held last
week at Murray State's Curris Center. On the girls' side, awards were handed out to
Lauren Clemson for Best Defensive Player; Emily Sea earned Best Offensive Player;
the award for Impact Player went to Chelsea Riggins; Blair Lane received Most Improved
Player; the Hustle Award went to Rachel Williams; JV MVP went to Haley Haverstock;
Haley Hart won the Mallory France Award and the Most Valuable Player Award.

By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Was
Memphis stealing signals from
Louisville's coaches during the
Tigers' 37=7 victory on Saturday'?
Louisville coach Bobby Petrino found out after the game that
a Memphis coach had been watching his staff with binoculars.
The Tigers handed Louisville
its worst loss in three years, but
Petrino wasn't about to blame his
team's dismal performance on the
spying tactic.
"Whether they got an advantage doing it, I couldn't tell you,"
Petrino said during his weekly news
conference on Monday. "It didn't
look like it on video. It just looked
like they were better than us and
beat us."
Petrino said there's nothing illegal about coaches using binoculars; he's been on teams that have
done it.,
When. he " was working with
former Louisville coach John L.
Smith at Utah State, the Aggies
played Nevada, where Petrino
coached in 1994. .
Petrino said a deaf defensive
lineman used 'binoculars to Waich
then-Nevada coach Chris Ault, who
would yell • out plays from the
sideline...The lineman would read.
Ault's lips and relay what he saw
to then-Utah State defensive coordinator Chris Smeland.
"It's not something that's unusual," Petrino said.
What was more unusual to Petrino last Saturday was the way the
Cardinals played.
Louisville came into the game
fifth in the nation in total offense
hut mustered only 216 total yards,
57 rushing yards and 12 first
downs — all season lows.

SportsBriefs
Murray High School soccer players were recognized at their annual banquet, held last
week at Murray State's Curris Center. On the boys' side, awards were handed out to
Nick Warner, who was named Best Defensive Player; Tim Masthay was named Best
Offensive Player; Lucas Mathis received the award for Most Assists; the Eli Alexander
110 Percent 'award was given to Justin McDowell; Magdi Mandil was the Most Improved
Player; Carl Benson won the Sportsmanship Award; Academic Awards went to Jonathan
Raj, Stephen Parker, Carl Benson and Tyler Geib; Coaches Awards went to Jordan
Steiner, Lucas Mathis. Tyler Geib and Nick Warner; the Keeslar/Soltani Most Valuable
Player award was given to Jordan Steiner.

No.1 UConn rallies to beat Yale
STORRS, Conn. (AP) — Connecticut found out quickly that
there will be no such thing as an
easy win this season. Such is the
life of a No. I team.
"I told the kids on a number
of occasions that this will be a
work in progress," coach Jim Calhoun said. "We're going to have
to work hard for every single thing
that we do during the season."
The top-ranked Huskies rallied
from a three-point halftime deficit
to beat Yale 70-60 on Monday
night in the opening round of the
Preseason NIT, and give Calhoun
his 400th win with the program.
In the only other game featuring a ranked team. No. 11 Texas
routed Brown 89-51.
Outhustled and outscored in the
first half, the Huskies found their
rhythm and Emeka Okafor inside
in the second.
Okafor, the AP's preseason play-
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er of the year, had 21 points and
13 rebounds to lead Connecticut,
which will host the winner of the
first-round game between Vermont
and Nevada in the second round
Wednesday night.
UConn used a 14-2 run to take
a 48-37 lead and went on to lead
by as many as 17 before struggling at the free-throw line in the
final 4 1/2 minutes.
"That was an untraditional
game," said Calhoun, in his 18th
season at UConn. "We're going
to have to be different teams dif
ferent nights."
• The undermanned Bulldogs used
a patient offense to spread the
floor and keep the Huskies from
getting out on the break.
"Pick after pick after pick and
all of a sudden they just score on
the very last second," Okafor said
of Yale's offense. "That's just a
blow to your morale."
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PRO SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Football League
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
•
L
T
New England
8
2
0
Miami
4
0
6
4
Buffalo
6
0
NY Jets
3
7
0
South
•
L
T
Indianapolis
8
2
0
Tennessee
8
2
0
4
Houston
6
0
Jacksonville
2
8
0
North
•
L
T
Baltimore
5
5
0
Cincinnati
5
5
0
4
Cleveland
6
0
Pittsburgh
3
7
0
West
•
L
T
9
1
Kansas City
Denver
4
0
6
Oakland
7
0
3
San Diaper- —
2
8
0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
•
L
T
Dallas
7
3
0
7
Philadelphia
3
0
NY Giants
4
6
0
4
Washington
6
0
South
•
L
T
Carolina
8
2
0
New Orleans
5
5
0
4
Tampa Bay
6
0
Atlanta
2
8
0
North
•
L
T
Minnesota
4
6
0
Green Bay
5
5
0
Chicago
3
7
0
Detroit
3
7
0
West
•
L
T
7
Seattle
3
0
7
St Louis
3
0
San Francisco
5
5
0
3
Arizona
7
0
Sunday's Games
St. Louis 23, Chicago 21
Houston 12, Buffalo 10
Miami 9. Baltimore 6, OT
Carolina 20, Washington 17
Tennessee 10, Jacksonville 3
New Orleans 23, Atlanta 20, OT
Cleveland 44, Arizona 6
Cincinnati 24, Kansas City 19
Philadelphia 28, N Y. Giants 10
Indianapolis 38. N.Y Jets 31
Denver 37. San Diego 8
Seattle 35. Detroit 14
Oakland 28, Minnesota 18
Green Bay 20, Tampa Bay 13
New England 12. Dallas 0
Monday's Game
San Francisco 30. Pittsburgh 14

National Basketball Association
All TITO; CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct GB
Boston
5
5
500
New Jersey
5
5 500
Philadelphia
5
6 455 1/2
Washington
1
4
400
6
New York
3
2
7
300
Miami
2
8
200
Orlando
1
10 0914 1,1
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
Indiana
8
2 800
—
New Orleans
1
7
3 700
Detroit
6
4
600
2
, 5
Milwaukee
4
5562 1/2
Toronto
3
5
5
500
4
Chicago
7
3644 1/2
Cleveland
3
7
300
5
Atlanta
8
2735 1/2
3
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct GB
Houston
7
3 700
—
7
Dattas
4
836 172
Denver
55611/2
5
4
Memphis
5
4
5561 1/2
San Antonio
5451 1/2
6
5
Utah
6
5
5451 1/2
5
Minnesota
2
5
500
Pacific Division
W
L
Pct GB
L.A. Lakers
8
2 .800
_
Seattle
750
1
6
2
4
L A Clippers
2 667
2
Sacramento
6
4
600
2
Portland
5
5
500 .3
Golden State-- 4
5 4443 4,12Phoenix
6
3334 1/2
3
Monday's Games
Houston 74, Philadelphia 66
Washington 106, Atianta 97
New York 89, Boston 86
Dallas 105, Portland 98
Utah 90. Orlando 88
Tuesday's Games
L A Clippers at Cleveland, 6 pm
L A Lakers at Detroit, 6. 30 p.m.
New Orleans at New Jersey, 6:30 p rn
Atlanta at Milwaukee. 7 p m.
Denver at Minnesota. 7 p.m
Golden State at San Antonio, 7 30 p m.
Chicago at Phoenix, 8 p m
Miami at Seattle, 9 p.m

www.murrayledgencom

Continuing Growth
are Services
Introducing:

BOB CHILD/AP

Connecticut's Ben Gordon
drives past Yale's Edwin
Draughan on his way to the
basket in the first half of a
first round game in the preseason NIT Monday at Storrs,
Conn.
mi

Kirk A. Nienaber, M.D.
Family Practice Physician
Kirk A. Nienaber,family practice
physician, has joined the medical
staff at Henry County Medical
Center. He and his wife, Cynthia,
come to Paris with their children
Josh, Jack rind Sarabeth.

me I
c.

IS NOW OFFERING A

FREE WINTERIZATION CHECK

Dr. Nienaberwdl be joining Dr.
Walter Griffey, Dr. Bo Griffey and
Dr. Stephanie Dunagan of the
Griffey Clinic located at 403 S.
Lake Street, Paris.

MAKE SURE YOUR CAR'S ANTIFREEZE
IS SET FOR THE WINTER!
OFFER INCLUDES:
*TESTING COOLANT *CHECKING RADIATOR
*CHECKING THERMOSTAT OPERATION

Appointments can be made by '- calling (731)642-3024.

(Offer Good With This Coupon Thru 11/29/03)

-,t

CALL 753-5315 FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT

:BRANDON /AU

901 Sycamore

in

BRANDON AUTO WORLD
0%

• 'Meet the Lakers" for the 200304 basketball season will be Saturday, Nov. 22 at 5 p.m. at Calloway
County High School. Admission is free.
Introductions will begin at 5 p.m. Amy
Watson of WPSD TV, Newschannel 6,
and an alumnus of CCHS will be
assisting with the introduction of athletes and cheerleaders. Watson will
be playing a trivia game with the audience with prizes to be given away.
Little Dribbles for the '03-04 season
will be performing also.

"Your more than one company agency"

HC HENRY COUNTY

WORLD'

MC MEDICAL CENTER
301 Tyson Ave • Pans, TN 38242

r

1300 121 N. BY-PASS • MURRAY, KY r, 11-.21 1
(270)753-5315 — (800)455-5315
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TV Listings published dail
TUESDAY EVENING.
A 8 C D, 7:00

A-Chaner B-Murrey Electrx
C-MecItacorn 0-Getaxy

7:30

8:00

8:30

T

9:00

9:30

VIKRN-ABC 2 2

8 Rules

tin With

Jim

Less Than NYPD Blue (N)I

News

Friends X Friends X Nighdine Jimmy Kimmel Live

WSILABC 3 3 3
,
WS1111-1MC 4 4

8 Rules

lm With

Jim

Less Than NYPD Blue(N)X

NewsI

Nightline Seirdeid

News

Tonight Show X

Whoopi X Happy

Frasier II Good Win Law 4 Order

lifrif-C85 5 5

Navy NCtS (1-) Stereo) Without a Trace I
CSI. Miami In Stereo)
--I
MYSINIBC 6 6 6_ 6 Whoop I Happy
Frasier I Good Mm Law & Order
WIIII-AB( 7 7
7 8 Rubes - Im With Jim
Less Than NYPD Blue IN) X
WW1-PBS 8 8
Nova P',i.) In Stereo) A. American Experience
-i
KBSI-Fox 9 9 2 3 '705 Show Simpsons 24 .N.11.1n Stereo)I 1708 Show !Will-Grace
WCTV-UPN :0 17 11 30 One
All of Us Eve .'.N) X Rock Me To Be Announced
KPS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Navy KIS(In Stereo) Without a Trace X
CSI: Miami(In Stereo)
WON

16 38 9 10 Movie: int "Universal gokier.

INSP

17 83 28

Brkthrgb

Late Show (In Stereo) Entertain Late Late Show (N) X
Tonight Show X

News

Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live

.Seinleld

News

Served

American Experience

Late Night (in Stereo) Last Call

Metro Council

Simpsons Frasier X King

Becker N. Paid Prog. Drew
Harvey

Late Show In Stereo
Jacobs

Masterpiece Theatre "Doctor Zhivago" X

News

Roseanne _Roseanne Extra X

ESPN
MTV
TNT
TLC
LIFE
USA
AMC
A&E
FAM

Pudy

Place

Place

America

America

Paid Prog: Ripley

24 29 26 I,College Basketball X College Basketball Davidson at Texas Tech _SportsCenter(Live) X Outside NFL Live
NHL Hockey: Mighty Ducks at Avalanche
NBA Tuesday
Streetball Fastbreak Streetball
26 49 27 24,Cribs IRich Girls Rich Girls _Real Wild Real Wrld Rich Girls Punk'd
Viva Barn Wild Boyz Bad Trip
28 27 39 14 Law & Order "Legacy Law & Order -Sieve Charmed (In Stereo) Angel In Stereo, 4. X-Files ii
29 41 41, Wild WeddingsI
Urban Legends
Med. Mysteries
Wild Weddings A
Urban Legends

Road Rule

SportsCenter ILive X
NFL Great NFL Great
Jackass

Room Rdr,

X-Files -Paperciio X

Med. Mysteries
30 52 31 31 Nanny X _Nanny X Movie: "Deady Whispers"(1995) Tony Danza Golden
Golden
Nanny -A. Nanny X Mad
Any Day
32 51 49 5 Law 4 Order
Movie: iiii* "Next Friday'(2000) Ice Cube. X Law & Order
Dead Zone -A
Nash Bridges X
34 58 29
Movie: ***1
/
2 "Coal Miner's Daughter"(1980)'PG)X
Movie: ***1(2 'Missing' 11982) Jack Lemmon Hunt Club "Coal-Daughter"
35 35 44 27 Biography: Hotta
Cold Case Files X
Third Watch If
Biography: Hotta
Cold Case Files X
36 53 36 2 Movie: **1
/
2 The incredible Mr Limpet"(1964) Whose? -Whose? 700 Club (N!ff
GrowGrowPaid Prog. Paid Prog.
37 22 24-1 4 Oddpar-

Sabrina

Full Hse. Full Hse. Cosby

fiGTV

43 36 18

Decorat-

Sensible

SPIKE

44 33 3023 Star Trek Gen.

ti/TBS

52 26 21 13 MOvie: ***1-2 "Field or Dreams"(1989) Kevin Costner. X

,Outer

Design

Mo' Joe Schmo Show. Most

Most

Star Trek Gem

65 32 50

Dodgers

66 61

System "Cliff Hanger') Forensic

BET

67 39

Patters X IparfratsI Coming to the Stage Comicview

70,34
MO 71 514

MAX

115 72 54

SHOW

711 73 52

Pokemon Jackie

Mugshots

Cosby

3's Co.

Cheers

Decorat-

Sensible

Design

Futurama Family

Inuyasha Big 0
Fooly
NYPD Blue In Stereo) System ' Cliff Hanger" Forensic

News

. Driven "LeAnn Rimes" Most Wanted

Inside Fame
Movie: ** "/ Spy- (2002)'P0-13' Matrix

0:45)Movie

Outer

Blind Date Blind Date Highlander (In Stereo)
Movie:**1
/
2 "The Rookie" 1990. D erne) Clint Eastwood. "Field ol Dreams'(ti

Yu-Gi-Oh! Samurai

Forensic

Roseanne Roseanne Cosby
Design

TOON

Dexter

Cosby

Designers Designers Design

COURT

HBO

Ky Life

Elimidate Street

Insputionl Inspirtionl Inspinionl

25 30 25

NICK

iclifTV

Paid Prog. Paid Pros.

Friends X Late Late Show (N1'
I

Becker I Wit-Grace Osbourne Show

Inspirtionl Missions Dukes

One Tree Hill(N, A

Pudy

Holly-

Blind Date 5th Wheel Harvey

WKIIU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Mixed Media
Gilmore Girls ,',N X

Jimmy Kimmel Live
Late Night Y Stereo) Last Call

News

News X

News (In Stereo) X

Methodist Your Day Life Today Today

Seinfeld

News X

1YOKA-*B 22 16 10
ESPN2

Music

Midnight Love
K Street

Forensic

Comicview

Driven "LeAnn Ames" Most Wanted
Carnival.(In Stereo)

Gender

Inside Fame

Taxicab Confessions "Gristle"

MovIe

DISN

78 31. 57

FUX

705

'Movie:** lien m Black II"(2002) Movie: *** "Pnvate Pans"(1997, Comedy)`Fl Movie: *I.:2 "Cyborg"(1989)'R' X "Hot Club
_Movie: "Lady Jayne. Mer"(2003) Movie: 'Honeymoon in Vegas"
"Orson Weiles: One-Man Band' Mov News
MoA:**12i-"Gotta KCkflUp"(2002, Drama) 1 Slifer '1BOWodd lam
Proud Even
Sister . Boy World RecessI
. Movie: "Cornbread, Earl and Me" _Movie:*** "Article 99"(1992)Ray Wile.'R' Movie: "There Goes My Baby'"R' Movie: * "Fyre"(19713)

H802

Mt

Sex & City ISex & City Movie:** "Enough"(2002) Jennifer Lopez. IlE 'Boxing, Marco Antonio Barrera vs. Manny Pacquiao. X

(6:30) Movie

A-Charter B4Aurray Electric
C4A•diacom 0-Galaxy

WEDNESDAY MORNING
A 8 C D 5:00
WKRN-ABC 2 2

News

WSIL-ABC 3 3 3

News

5:30

6:00

6:30

7:00

7:30

NOV. 19,2003

8:00

8:30

Good Morning America X.
News

News

News X Good Morning America A

WSMV-NBC 4 4

News

News

Today (In Stereo) X

I/TYE-CBS 5 5

News

News

News

News X News X

Today (In Stereo) 11

W1315J-ABC 7 7

AgDay

Good Morning America X

7 News

Good Morning

9:00 I 9:30 10:00 110:30 11:00 11:30
Regis and Kelly

The View (N) X

Pyramid Pyramid

Living It Up

The View (N)X

Pyramid Pyramid

Living It Up
Early Show X

WPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 AgDay

Montel Williams X Price Is Right X
Regis and Kelly

YR/PT-PBS 8 8

Caitiou

Lions

Arthur

Couch

KBSifox

Paid

Sher-

Paid

Hatchett Hatchett Judge Mathis X

Paid

Paid

Berens- BodyE- Mr
9 9 2 3 (4:00) Movie
Paid
1VOTV-UPPI 10 17 11 30 (Off Air)
Paid
KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Breakfast Show
WON

Tele-

Paid
IPaid
Early Show (In Stereo( X

Paid

Justice Hillbil-

Hillbil-

Hap

Jacobs Hagee

Dragon Caillou

Learn

lAyster- Paid

Paid

SportsCenter X

SportsCenter X

ESPN

24 29 26 8 SportsCenter X

SportsCenter X

ESPN2

25 30 25

Cold Pizza I bye) X

MTV
TNT

26 49 27 24 MTV Video Wake-Up (In Stereo)
28 27 39 14 Pensacola-Wing Lost World X

TLC

29 41 41
Bus
30 52 31 31 Paid

USA
AMC
A&E

,Wiidlife K9

Inspir-

Feud

Workout Sud-

Animal

Bus

Baby

Divorce News
Eddie

To Be Announced Good Day Live (N)
Price Is Right X

Young-Restless

Your

Life

Feed

Math

Zoboo

Barney Sesame Street X Mr

Arm-

Bailey-

Living

SportsCenter X

Baby

Design- Golden Nanny

Family

Inspir-

Hugh-

Feud

SportsCenter X

Karate

Kickbox Kickbox

Karate

MTV Hits

Music Videos

Cribs

ER (In Stereo) X

ER (In Stereo) X

Judging Amy A

Wed-

Dating

Dating

Mak-

Mad

Mad

Golden Nanny

Wed-

Golden Nanny

36 53 36 2 Life

Feed

Dimon Bey-

Thom-

Oddpar- Rocket Rugrats Sponge Max

Rubba- Dora

Blues-

Paid

Marthas Solu-

T1Pical

Guilts

Duvall

Decorat- Horne

Trees-

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Baywatch X

WTEIS

44 33 30 23 Paid
52 26 21 13 Mama

Mama

Saved- Saved-

TOON

65 32 50

Zoids

He-Man Poke-

Ed, Edd Dexter

Dexter

Hamtaro Looney Looney Scooby Scooby Scooby-Doo

COURT

66 61

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Open Court

SET

67 39

Morning Inspiration With Brother Gerard

CMTV

70 34

Smash Hits of Country

HBO

650 71 51

Movie: ** "Still Breathing"(1997) X

MAX

765 72 54

(Off Air)

SHOW

700 73 52

(425) Movie

DISN

78 31 57

Pooh

FLIX

705

Movie: 'It Takes Two"(1988) Movie:** "Wanda Nevada"(1979)

H802

652

(430)Movie

-Bear

Paid

Rangers Digimon Hang-

Paid

Won-

Won-

{Blues-

Little

Maggie

Room

Duvall

Country Small

Miami Vice A

The A-Team

Real TV Real TV

Dawson's Creek

Dawson's Creek

Saved-

"Far From Home"

1:30

2:00 1 2:30

iGeneral Hospital

KBSS-Fox 9 9 2 3 Brown Brown TOO Club '( N:( X
VIOTV-IWN 10 17 11 30 Mete- Mettle- Enter- Main
XFVSCBS 12 12 12 12 News X Bold
As World Turns
WGN
16 38 9 10 News i In Stereo) Heat of Night
INSP
17 83 28
Lite
Fellow- Hickey InspirWKMU-PBS 21 21 5 11 TeleLions
WEIKA-WB 22 16 10
Ricki Lake(N) X

Osboume Show

ESPN

NFL's Great

3:00
Judy

I "8 Heads-Bag"

NOV. 19, 2003
3:30
Judy

4:00
News

4:30
News

5:00
News

5:30
ABC

6:00
News

Mantel Williams :IC News IC ABC

News X Enter-

NBC

News

As World Turns

News

Edition

CBS

Jeop-

Million- News X NBC

General Hospital

Dr, Phil
Maury P.

Olken W.nfrey X News

ABC

Shrinks Zoboo

Dragon Sagwa

Barney Clifford Arthur

Zoom I News-Lehrer

Paid

Paid

Parkers Spin

Dharma King-Hill Hom-

7Cis

King-Hill Simp-

Paid

Paid

John Walsh Show Cross-

Road

Blind

Guiding Light X
Holly-

Cross-

News

Road

Guiding Light I

Wayne 8 ady

Oprah Winfrey ff_ News kr' CBS

Street

Elimi-

Cosby

FreshPr IFreshPr Horn-

Inspir-

Mass

Bed Bug Discov- Live Wire

Cosby

Will

Chang- Magee

News
News X Fortune
News

Becker

NFL's Greatest Game

Wild

,Hooked Bassmasters

Horn

Interrupt SportsCenter Y.

Karate

Karate

Karate

TNT

Judging Amy X

Angel .Epiphany" Charmed X

TLC

29 41 41

Trading Spaces

While You

Clean Sweep

LIFE

30 52 31 31 Movie:** "First Daughter"(1999) X
32 51 41 S JAG (In Stereo) X Texas Ranger

Division I -

Strong Medicine

Golden Golden Nanny

Texas Ranger

Texas Ranger

'Wed-

Baby

I_Baby

Any Day Now X

Movie: ** "Next Friday' (2000) X

A&E

35 35 44 27 American Justice Pride and Prejudice iPall 1 of 3) X

FAM

36 53 36 2 Gro-

NICK

37 22 24 4

HON

43 36 11
Decorat- Bed
Kitchen Room
,
44 33 30 23 7 Days In Stereo) Star Trek Gen

SPIKE
WTBS

52 26 21 13 Cosby

TOON

65 32 50

COURT

66 61

Rich

TRL P.

Cosby

Tom & Jerry

Step

Step

So Little Valley
Design

Murder-Wrote

City Confidential
Family

Family

American Justice
7th Heaven -cc

Amanda U-Pick

Arnold

Rugrats Sponge

Curb

Extrmli- House

Design- Design

Sensible Homes tf Walls House

Highlander X

Realty

Real TV Real TV Real TV Cheers Cheers
HornSeinfefd Semfeld Friends
Horn-

Harvey

Drew

Drew

Dexter

Dexter

Dexter

Totally

Gundam Justice TransCatherine Crier

Closing Arguments
IMonie 'Music

67 39

BET Now

70 34,

Smash Hits of Country

HBO

MI 71 51

(1945) Movie

The Center

Rap City: The Busment

Dragon Totally

Ed, Edd

Profiler In Stereo:, Cops (ti Cops X
106 & Park: Top 10 Live
BET
Inside Fame

IMost Wanted

Movie: *** 'White You Were Sleeping"
Movie: Harry Potter and the Chamber at Secrets' "Beam and Butt-head'
Movie: cat "Max"(200r2) John Cusack Movie: "Scooty-000)2002) Movie: car 'Taking Care of Business Movie: * New Best Friend"
Movie House of Gaines" i1987)11)
Movie: 'The Whole Wide World 11996.) Movie: act 'Another Stakeout' '1993)
Movie Mov

MAX

215 72 54

SHOW

7W 73 52

-DISH

78 31 57

FUX

105

POO*
Haw
Stanley Rohe
movie; -uncle Joe Shannon"(1978)

H802

652

Movie

New Recess Lilo
Movie: *it* "Anna'(1987)

bachelor's degree from M
.•
from the University of Illinois. She has taught at the college since 1994.

WKMS thanks listeners from
Murray/Calloway for helping
to contribute record amount
Murray and Calloway County
residents contributed to the success
of WKMS's fall fundraiser. The
final total of $93,579 represented
the highest fundraiser amount raised
in the station's history and will pay
for annual operating expenses as
well as periodic and -eipensive
upgrades to transmission systems
and studios.
Listeners in Murray and
Calloway County contributed
$24,034 of the total amount of the
fundraiser with 321 pledges.
Angie Kimbro, WKMS member-

ship coordinator, led the Murray
Women's Club in an additional
week of telemarketing to put
WKMS over its goal.
Contributions can be made to the
station anytime by calling 800-5994737 or by logging on to the secure
website at wluns.org. Contributors
receive listening guides by mail.
Listener contributions comprise an
important part of the WKMS total
budget, which also depends on support from Murray State University,
Underwriters and the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting.

Open registration underway at WKCTC
Open registration for new and
currently enrolled students at West
and
Kentucky
Community
Technical College is underway now.
Spring classes begin Jan. 7. The
last day to pay fees is Dec. 12.
WKCTC, on Alben Barkle!,

Drive, offers traditional associate
degrees in arts, science and applied
science as well as certificate and
diplomas in a host of career fields.
For more information, phone
534-3264.

Advertise in the Murray
Ledger a Times Today!!!
ROTARY
CLUB
TELETHON
Tune in to Murray Rotary Club's
annual community telethon to
see local celebrities promote
local businesses!
Dates: November 17-20, 2003
Time: Too -10:00 p.m.
Channels:
Charter Channel 15
Murray Electric Channel 15
Mediacom Channel 8

Nanny

Switch& Knock

FreshPr FreshPr Harvey

BET

Law & Order Itc,

Recess Kim
Proud Sister Evan 'Pater WWI _.
*Nit "It Takes Two '(1988) Movie: it* 'Wanda Nevada"(1979)

Movie at, Bhnd Date"(1987)1PG-13' Movie: ' Kill Me Late('120011 Movie: *** Tape' (2001) X Movie: 'Table One"(2000) X

staff of experts and serves as a safety adviser to the secretariat and all
member states with commercial
nuclear facilities.
His prior assignment was director of the Division of Reactor
Projects, Region IV, for the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC)., where he managed the
inspection and assessment program
for the 21 commercial-power reactors in the western half of the U.S.
He joined the NRC in 1984, holding
a variety of positions of importance
with the commission.
He is a native of Kentucky, and
graduated from the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, N.Y., in
1972. He served in Germany and
the United States for the next seven
years. During that time, he supported the Army's Armor Engineer
Board as a special projects °Meer,
responsible for the design and operability testing of advance weapons
systems.

Patton
Science seminar looks
defends
at conservation
Karen Hlinka will present a science seminar on "Conservation in
Washintion's Olympic—Peninsule Friday,- Nov.--21- at West -Kentucky
racing
Community and Technical College.
The free seminar will be at noon in Waller Hall Room 112. The public is welcomed.
appointments
Hlinka, an associate professor of Biology at the college, received a
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security- issues dealing with nuclear
weapons in unstable areas.
During his presentation, he will
present an overview of the place
and mission of the International
Atomic Energy Agency in today's
world, with a detailed discussion of
present activities in the area of
- nuclear safety.
Brockman's address is- open to
the public, as well aS Murray State,
students, staff and faculty, and will
be of special interest to anyone
interested in safety, economic,
geopolitical, humanitarian or technical issues surrounding the operation of nuclear power facilities.
Those attending will be given the
opportunity to ask Broclunan questions following his address.
Brockman has an extensive
resume of experience. In his current
position, he also oversees the
1AEA's regulatory, engineering and
operational safety assistance programs. He manages a multi-national
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Murray State -University will-host a special international speaker
during
its
celebration
of
International Education Week.
Ken B. Brockman, the director
of the Division of Nuclear
Installation
Safety for the
International
Atomic
Energy
Agency- in -Viennd, Austria,'will
visit the campus onThurs'Clay.
His presentation is scheduled for.
7:30
-in the CUITIS Center
Theatre. ,Brockman's address will
be the keynote address in a week of
activities focusing on the theme of
"Where in the "World Are We
Going?
Connections
to
a
Multicultural World."
His work puts him squarely in
the middle of some of the most
important aspects of nuclear proliferation in countries like Iraq, Iran
and North Korea, as well as other
areas of the globe. Brockman works
with power plant safety and security, but by necessity is informed on
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Atomic energy agency division
director to speak at MSU Thursday

Programming Schedule

Tuesday, November 18
Calloway County Schools
Wednesday, November 19
Murray State University
Thursday, November 20
Community Focus
Murray Rotary Club Telethon is
sponsored by local businesses.
All programming is produced localtj.

FRANKFQRT Ky. (AP)
Gov. Paul Patton defended his
recent appointments to the
Kentucky Racing Commission:
Monday, and promised more appointments would come as other
vacancies become available within
state government.
Republican
criticism about
his recent rac- •
ing commis- 1
sion appointments were
surprising,
Patton
told
reporters durPatton
an
ing
impromptu news conference at the
Capitol. However, Patton said he
was just doing his job, and_plans to
do the same during the remaining
time in his administration.
"I was a little siorprised that they
would think that I shouldn't exercise my authority while I'm still
governor. I wouldn't think that'
Gov.-elect Fletcher would take that
attitude," Patton said. "I think he
realizes that legally I'm still the
governor and I would expect to fill
all appointments that are due before:
I go out of office."
Late Friday, Patton announced
he was reappointing most of the
racing commission members.
Patton looked outside of its current"
membership to fill three racing
commission vacancies.
The outgoing governor also
reappointed Bernard Hettel as the
commission's executive director
and Frank Shoop as chairman.
prompted
moves
Patton's
Republican criticism, and Gov.elect Ernie Fletcher called for the:
appointees to not accept their:
appointments.
The attorney general's office
sued Shoop's lobbying firm in July
alleging it did not perform work for
$145,000 worth of state fees it
received from Kentucky Wood
Products Competitiveness Corp.
between November 2000 and
January 2003.
Shoop and Hettel did not return
calls seeking comment.
Patton said he did not know
what the appointees would do.
"If they want to not accept thq
appointment or if they want tq
resign, that's up to them," Patton
said. Still, Patton said he does not
have any plans to cease making
appointments.

TURING?
HowABouTAN
ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single:
Premium Deferred Annuities are competi
,
bye alternatives to other savings plans.'
The initial guaranteed rate' is

3a75%
'Thus rate is guaranteed to( the fxst month and then
can vary monthiy or can be locked in fro one year. ;
Guaranteed no lose than 3%.

Shells Crouse
300 Maple St
Murray, KY 42071
270-7534741
cell 270-293-7197
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
‘•LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME °fir F.: OMAHA.NESRASKA

4IL
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Classifieds
Fax: 753-1927
Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

All real estate advertised herein IN ,tibled 0) the federal Fill
Housing Act, which makes a illegal to advertise any prifterence. Lunitation or discnmination based on race. color, religion, sei handicap,
familial status or national origin. or intention to nuke am such preferences. limitations Or chscrunination

Advertisers ale, re,doesteO tu c:necii, the first
nserbon of then, ads lot any error Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible tor only one
incorrect insertion Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made

State laws forbid discnminalion in the sale rental or advertising of
real estate based on factors in addition to those protected under federal law

DEADLINES
Monday

Fri 11 a.m.
Mon

Tuesday

11 a.m.

We will knowingly accept am acic ertksing for real estate which is in
violation of the taw All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings avisertised are available on an equal opportunity basis

Mon. 5 p.m.

Wednesday

Wed. 11

Thursday

a.m.

For further assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P !Adam
17031 b481000

Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity

Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Murircal
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes Foe Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Otfereu
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

www.murrayl_edger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7 SO

Column Inch, 60% DisLount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Mu,' Run Within 0 Dev Prow.]

All

52.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Cuidet

PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND IT WILL APPEAR ON
THE WEBSITE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
lN.t A I)
58.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.11 per word per day.
$275 extra tor Shopper(Mon Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide)$2.51) extra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

Classified

010

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2003-1334

An Ordinance setting up an Architectural
Review Board
s/s H. Thomas Rushing

H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor

NOVEMBER SPECIAL
Purchase a line ad for 3 days
& receive 1 day FREE
Purchase a line ad for 6 days
& receive 2 days FREE
• Private party for sale items only.

Attest:
s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

• No changes or refund for early cancellation.

DEADLINES
Monday & Shopper - Friday 11am
F
Truid
ea
sdya_yoi-eMponnedsapa
y y115 am
p
Wednesday - Monday 5 pm
Thursday - Wednesday llam

020
Notice

Double Wides &
Single Wides

270-437-4608

Saturday - Thursday 12 noon

THE BOOK RACK

Come By Or Call 753-1916 and ask for
Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson.

New Non-Fiction Books

VISA

We accept Vlsa and Mastercard

Gift Items and Gift Certificates

(20% DISCOUNT)

datik_

519 A S. 12th St.
753-4821

050
Lost and Found
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

Taking Bids For
Janitorial Service
Call 762-0022
or apply in person
616 N. 12th St.
Murray

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

LOST: 6th & Poplar, black
& white fiest, red collar,
name is Sammy. Very
fnendly. 761-1606 Bill
The Place to Start....

Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

Help Wanted

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
ARNP"S full or part-time.
Sought by Marshall Co.
Medical practice. Send resumes to P.O. Box 1040-Y

Lost and Found

[±060

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

NOW taking applications
for cooks and fountains
for days and nights.
Must be able to work
weekends. Apply in person at Sonic Drive-In 217
S. 12th St. Murray No
phone calls
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring very friendly people
daytime cashiers, daytime
hot bar attendants Apply
in person between 2pm4pm M-F

7-P
riffE BULL PEN
Steaks and Spirits
Est. 2001

NOW HIRING
Experienced Servers and Experienced Grill Cook.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.
Monday thru Friday, 2-4 p.m.

Help Wanted
PROMINENT local insurance agency seeking experienced property and
casualty customer service
representative ,and
licensed insurance agent.
in
person:
Apply
TempsPlus 819 Broadway.
EOE No Fees.
WOFFORD'S Nursery is
now seeking a landscape
foreman with supervisory
skills and a general knowledge of plant material. Valid drivers license a must.
Pay based on experience.
Apply in person 1414 East
Wood Street Pans, TN.
090
Domestic & Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Call Linda 7599553
D'S Housecleaning 7533802

100
Business
Opportunity
10 Unit/ 2 Building 1 BR
apt complex on North 4th
street, fully rented approx.
2 acres not developed.
$150,000. Owners will finance with 20% down @
6%. discount for full payment. Owners retiring. Gall
753-8848 for details.
40X40 Shop or storage
building for rent $250 a
month_ One year lease required. Call 270-489-2525
NEED help with a loan or
mortgage'? We can help
you good or bad credit accepted Free of charge
Call 647-885-9528
OFFICE space for rent in
downtown area 753-4529

Computers

FOODMART
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Fi‘eStar FoodMart located at 16011
Hwy. 121 N. Bypass in Murray, KY is currently seeking to hire a General Manager
The compensation program is HIGHLY
COMPETITIVE. A benefit package is available including retirement and health insurance. Applicants must he honest, friendl
and hard working. Please send yOur resume
to: Human Resource Department/Murra.
Newcomb Oil Co.. 705 Caldwell St
Paducah, KY 42003. Visit Newcomb Oil
Co. on the web at
www.newcombod.com
Women and minorities are encouraged II
apply.

CLAYTON 16X80 3BR
2ba, 9m old, factory warrenty, all appliances inUSED computer, Celeron cluded. Ready to move.
500hz,
128MB
Ram, $20,900 Call 270-3281 44MB
FDD,
52X 8944
CDROM, 6,4 Gig HDD,
280
KB, Mouse, Speakers and
Mobile Homes For Rent
Modem Windows 2000
$195. Add a 17" Monitor
for $60 270-293-5300
16X80,3BR, 2 bath for ren
or sale 753-0980
140
Computers

3 bedroom $285, 2 bedroom $275 Call 753-6012
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We CLEAN 2 BR mobile home
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at in country, partly furnished. References and de753-3633
posit 759-1837
CASH paid for
MOBILE home for rent
good, used guns.
3BR, 2 bath, Almo area
Benson Sporting Goods,
$350 month 753-1544
519 S. 12th, Murray.
NICE 16x60 2br, 2 full
miles
ELECTRIC base board, bath mobile home. 4
from
Murray
heaters, air conditioners,
(731)782-3221
refrigerators, used carpetNICE 2 Br 2 bath 492ing 753-4109
8488
150
300
Articles
For Sale
Business Rentals
Want to Buy

BLACK leather couch &
Will chair 3 yrs old, $1000
EXPERIENCED:
clean up after new con- Workout & weight bench
struction, remodeling, be- $75 Oak headboard for
fore and after renters, $25 Call 753-3380
floors, windows. etc.
Valerie 436-5914

120

FIVESTAR

1996 Chandeleur 16X80
3BR, 2ba, appliances, all
electric extremely nice.
$14,900 firm. Call 270489-2525
99 Doublewide like new
1.9 acres. 1.9 acres. Coleman RE759-4118

120

060

We order new books

1985 14X70 Liberty mobile
home 3BR, 2ba, Has to be
moved $4000 Call after
5 00pm 753-5402
1989 24X52 good condition $14,500 OBO Must be
moved Call 762-7374
ext102 (day) 492-8061 or
731-247-3151 (night)

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES

• Ad must be prepaid.

Summary prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

12X60 2BR, 2 bath, C/H/A
759-3752

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Custom
Embroidery
Service
Personalize your
baby, work or
Christmas gift
items now!
Taking Christmas
Orders Now!

761-2001
SIX person hot tub and
cover 753-0765
STRAW for sale. $2.00
bale. 759-4718 Night 7534582_ Day
TOP SOIL 489-2525
TV Sony Tnnitron 26w/stand $1600 Asking
$850 & microwave oven
753-4862
160
Home Furnishings
BEDDING Roll-A-Ways, &
all furniture on sale' Carraway Furniture 105N 3rd St
753-1502
MAPLE dinning room table
with 6 chairs $400 7532293
190
Farm Equipment

Classifieds
Office Open

MATHEW Furguson 35
deluxe tractor & bush hog
$2500 753-1522

7:33Ein -5tri
Mon • Fri

PIANO tuning repair, mov
ing and used piano's
(270)415-0374

Musical

Check us out
To place your
ad call

753-1916

on the Web!
www.murrayledgercom

OFFICE Space for rent.
Available Jan. 1, near
downtown 404 N. 4th St.
Suite D Call 759-3772.
Ask for Joe
SHOP 3 bay w/office, natural gas heat, water provided, large parking area,
great location, 1 mile from
city, frame machine available, also suitable for storage. 753-2486

320
Apartments For Rent
1BR furnished or unfur
nished, low utilities, $225
month No pets 753-3949
1BR-4BR apartments. Ask
about move in free days.
Coleman RE 759-4118
2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath with
garage. All appliances including washer & dryer.
$450 month plus deposit.
753-4108
2 bedroom duplexes. Appliances furnished. Call
291-6968
2, 2BR apts Northwood &
Cambridge area. All appliances furnished. Call 2936968
2BR 1 bath, washer/dryer,
stove, ref. clean. Lease,
rieiinsit 753-7207
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 & 4 Bedroom, special
rates Coleman RE 7594118
3BR kitchen appliances,
C/H/A, walk to MSU.
$550/mo 270-703-6871
•1BR kitchen appliances,
walk to MSU, $350/mo.
utilities included 270-7036871
4br, Diuguid Drive, Coleman RE 759-4118.
FOR RENT: *3 BR House,
1713 Oakhill $675 month.
-Duplex 1302 Valleywood
$395.00. *2 BR Apartment
908 Hillwood $350.
759-4406
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $345/ month. Call
753-1970. Leave Message. Equal Housing Opn rh inity
•LARGE 2 Bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, all appliances including washer, dryer, microwave.•Large 1 Bedroom,
all appliances including
washer & dryer. *Large furnished 1 Bedroom with all
appliances including washer & dryer. (270) 759-5885
or (270) 293-7085.
NEAR University, extra
large 2BR apt. Large living
room.
Kitchen-dinette
combo. Central electric,
H/A. Range, refrigerator,
dishwasher,
disposer,
washer-dryer

360
Storage Rentals

470
Motorcycles & ATVs
1986 Yamaha Moto 4
225, 4-wheeler
*2003 Yukon 150 4-wheeler fwd, rev. 436-2667

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
ALL SIZE UNITS
AVAILABLE

2003 Harley Davidson
sportster 100th Anniversary Edition Less than 100
miles $7800 Call 753-5370

753-3853

[

Pets & Supplies

1121
Sport Utility Vehicles

1 male AKC Shih-tzu put) 1967 Toyota 4-Runner
$300 489-2250
-good condition high Hwy
miles $2600 OBO 759DOG Obedience
1629
Master Trainer.
436-2858
1998 Lincoln Navigator
FREE puppies to good 90,000 miles, real sharp,
home Cali 12701748-5917
excellent
condition
QUARTER horse for sale. $13,900 (day) 753-5341
Good riding horse. Red in (n •ht 767-9503
color. 16 hands tall. $800
060 Call 767-9838
Used Cars
SUPER-FRIENDLY Ferrets for sale Cages & 1992 Toyota Camry $3000
hammock included Both OBO A/C, PW. PS, great
neutered and descented shape 753-9578
Excellent pets $150 Price
1994 Nissan Maxima,
n- .ottable 753-0423
clean, reliable car. $4,500
OBO, must sell. *1992
Kawasaki Ninia, 4,000
miles. $1,800 OBO. 7532 lots with restrictions, 5 0721 or 293-0452
miles North of Murray 752- 94' Grand Am. Red, A/C,
7312
cruise, new tires, disc
ready. Very clean. Priced
Acreage
to sell' 753-4862
•97 Pontiac Sunfire, one
36+ acres, some young owner, A/C, 4 cylinder,
timber, balance in wheat Red, excellent condition
Excellent Highway front- •97 Chevy S-10, A/C, stick
shift, 4 cylinder, Red,
age 435-4377
HENRY Co. TN 5, 6.5 & 85,000 miles, excellent
23 acres on Rice Humprey condition. 753-2486
Rd Puryear starting at 98' Plymouth Voyager
Take over payments. Less
$2500 per ac •35+ ac
$20,000 1/2 pasture on than 75,000 miles. Call
Porter Rd. 731-610-0039 753-1967
495
or 934-4090
197 ac. Deer & Turkey
Vans
"Farm" A hunters dream!
Timber Creeks Fields. 2001 Windstar SEL, white,
Managed for the last 10 leather, dual power door,
years for Bucks & Turkeys! 40K miles, $16,900 Call
731-610-0039 or 934-4090 328-8944
460
Caravan
Dodge
88
Homes For Sale
129,000 miles runs good
1513 Kirkwood. spacious
4-5BR home, many updates. Owner/agent Call
436-2752

3BR 1 1/2 bath, formal living & dining room with
large den, carport, & workshop. $75,000. (713)9374784
3BR, 2ba, on 4 acres after
M-F
6:00om 753-6384
ONE bedroom apartments,
BY Owner, 2207 Broowater furnished, close to
khaven, Adorable 1 1/2
campus. No pets Call
home 2200 sq ft
story
Rent
Apartments For
753-5980
3/4BR, 2 1/2 bath, large
kitchen, great room w/fireHouses For Rent
1 Bedroom apartments, al
place 2 garages, extra lot
appliances at the Oaks
$159,000. Call 759-3815
Apartments Coleman RE 2 AND 3 Bedroom Houses
COTTAGE near lake with
759-4118
for rent 753-4109
2 boat storage units.
2 bedroom, gas heat, all $17,900 will finance. 7531 Bedroom near MSU Coappliances storage shed, 5731.
leman Realty 759-4118
carport No pets $400 SEE local For Sale By
rent/deposit 753-7920
Call 7671 OR 2br apts near down- 2BR with basement for Owner properly
town Murray starting at storage garage outbuilding 9308 to list your house
www kyfsbodirect com
$200/mo. 753-4109
fenced backyard in city
470
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
293-8462
Motorcycles & ATVs
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
3BR large garage C/H/A
902 Northwood Dr
Coleman RE 759-4118
Monday,
3BR, lba, NO pets, 306 S 2001 KTM Pro Senior 50
Wednesday, Friday
1999 PW 50 753-0765
15th 759-4826
Phone 759-4984
HOUSE for rent/lease
Equal Housing
w/garage,
3BR, 2ba,
Opportunity
fenced yard 753-0980 afTDD #1-800-648-6056
1407 Stadium View 2BR ter 6pm

$$ Rented $$

C/H/A, carport all new
flooring 1 yr lease, no
pets $375 month 7539636

HOUSE in Country, East
of Murray off Irvin Cobb
Rd Call Jill 436-2359

1BR apt appliances furnished No pets $225/mo
753-5992

QUALITY Houses and
Apartments available for
lease Call BS Rentals at
759-4696 or 435-4632

1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR apt with garage nice
neighborhood Close to
MSU spacious rooms 2938462
standing,
free
1BR
$250/month $300 security
270-474-2520

500
Used Trucks
99 Ford F-250 Reg Cab.
Lariat 4-wheel drive.
miles
40K
5-speed,
$16,500 OBO (270) 2938281.
Services Offered
436-5141 A AFFORDA
BLE HAULING, cleaning
out garages. gutters, Junk,
tree work
492-8688 Roof Repairs
New Roofs, all types Call
Carters

I

530
Services Offered
A-Asphalt Sealcoating
Travis Asphalt
Sealcoating
*Driveways
.Parking lots
*Commercial
*Residential
•Industrtal
*Hot-melt crack filling
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

AFFORDABLE
Mower repair,
Pickup/delivery.
Work guaranteed Joe
436-2867
Carpentry
New
ALL
Homes, add on's. garages,
pole barns, home mobile
home repair. water & termite damage. screened
porches, sun rooms Licened-insured Larry Nimmo
753-9372 or 753-0353
ALL Season Lawn, Leaf &
Gutter clean up. Call 7620200
AUTO DETAILING
Cars Trucks & Boats
*Buffing
*Washing
*Waxing
*Interiors
Call 489-2525 /489-2020.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock,
436-2113
Dozer work & Track hoe
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Tilling.
(270)436-5277
CARPET Cleaning Special
$19.99 per area Senior
and Student 10% disc
767-9992 Lesa or Stacy
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY leaf removal
753-6772
D.G.
Landscaping & Nursery
*Complete Lawn Care
*Parking Lot Sweeping
*Pressure Washing
.Snow Plowing
.Trimming
*Leaf Removal
753-2210
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs you
don't have time for
Murray-Calloway Co.
_293-5438
DOZER AND BACK HOE
WORK & CLEAN-UP
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING all around clean-up.
gutters, tree work 4362867

David Gallimore, 0)6,ner

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737.
753-3594
Free Estimates

731-247-5422

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & Mastercard Accepted

WILL clean houses 2512566

PRICES ARE
FALLING!
New 2x2 Classified
Consistency Ad For

225.00

360
Storage Rentals

;
In The Month of October & November

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
1 bedroom Close to Uni•Safe & clean
versity & hospital, some
•We sell boxes'
utilities paid 753-8756
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
28R NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118

rall 759-9778 after 5 CIOpm
99 Ford Windstar LX. 5
door, white, 74K, PD, P/L,
rear air, remote entry.
$7500 270-527-1897

VISA

Regular Price $250 00
Runs One Month, Includes Shopper
(Prepayment Required)

Call 753-1916
For More Information
Ask For Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson

I

0 mi icv%
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530
Services Offered

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

530
Services Otlered

630
Services Offered

Services Offered

530
Services Offered

REFLECTIONS Window

David's Cleaning
Services

Roofing Metal

We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

We Specialize in Cleaning •Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Bnck *All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270) 767-0313
(270)527-7176

rotherree Service

f 436-5744
- Full Line of Equipment -II
Licensed & Insured
1111.

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Tnmming. removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured 489-2839

HANDYMAN Carpenter.
All types.
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848.
Donald Simmons.

Cleaning, Commercial &
Residential. Also specializing in pasettrig. pressure
washing, gutters and Janitorial Formally Tom's Windows 753-9682

UGIMPIFTArrEd RCICIF1Tm

if;

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

in stock.

Is An Ugly. Stained Roof Spoiling The Appearance 01
Your Home or Business/

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Griggs Roof Stain Removal
Association With American Roof Bote

Call Metal Mall
_1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

(270 748-5449
cP c_rom-o_n
i_PLPJ-3

Op

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

ci I

A /NO
0..te
Ill,

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

www.apluscleaning.info
c
op

JUNK/ RUBBISH Removal, well haul away almost
anything, from attics to
barns, odd jobs. Senior
Discounts.(270)489-2583

270-767-0052
c,
riuncPcPcanc.Prsomaraivio

tPc_PdaPriggi3s.roord-dion

Check us out on the web!

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscopes
CANCER (June 21-July 2.2)
*** Get as much done as possible in
the morning, especially if it involves
interpersonal relationships. By the afternoon, you'll need to close your door and
get some major work done. Remember,
you would like to have a free weekend.
Tonight: Bring extra work home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your finances seem to fall into
place with just a little bit of work, especially if you take care of it in the morning. Catch up on messages and touch
base with key people in your life in the
afternoon. Others greet you as if you are
royalty. Tonight: Out and about.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You wake up on the right side
of the bed. As a result, you feel like
everything is a piece of cake. You might
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll consider starting your budget for the holHave:
4-Positive; idays or making your Christmas list.
5-Dynamic;
Decide to treat yourself, as well. Tonight:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
Shop for something you want.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Get to work early. An idea ***** You might be quite mellow
seems le hatch out ofThe blue; you have as you walk into work The Mo'on moves
been working it out in your sleep. In the into your sign midday, adding to your
afternoon, test this thought or plan on energy and charisma. You whirl through
those around you. Don't be upset by a work. You clear your desk and return all
negative reaction or two. Tonight: Join your calls. Tonight: Just don't stay in.
friends or a loved one for a midweek SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Use the a.m. for anything critical,
break.
as you will find that success greets you
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** Acing exchange could be very more easily then. A plan or project might
touching this morning. You also could be be put on hold in the afternoon. You can't
on cloud nine as you walk into work. In change this situation, so opt to work with
this frame of mind, your ingenuity comes it. Focus on what you need to do for
yourself-Tonight: Get some extra sleep.
out. Don't fret if you need to work later
than you'd thought. Tonight: Do what SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
most relaxes you.
***** Plan on taking charge in the
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
morning. The good news is that by the
**** Getting going might be diffi- afternoon, the load you are carrying is off
cult, but once you do, you cannot be of you. A meeting could be critical; don't
stopped. Whatever you focus on is as miss it. Nothing can replace teamwork; it
good as done, and with that special flair makes your life easier. Tonight: Hook up
your sign is known for. Brainstorm with with your friends.
a key friend or adviser late in the day. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Check out facts and figures.
Tonight: Add more spice to your life.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
_
-Nov._ ..19, 2003
.
You ought not be sure what you want or
where you're heading. What is clear is
that you will get where you want to go
this year. You will be able to make a
dream a reality if you decide to. Friends
and -loved- ones show their caring by
helping you pave the way. Network and
broaden your horizons. Still, you will
want some vat time to yourself, as you
enjoy downtime as well. If attached, your
sweetie will understand this need and not
take it personally. Schedule plenty of
time together, too. If single, you will
meet someone significant by October
2004. This person will be capable of
being a lover and a friend. LIBRA understands you on a deep level.

Reach out -fik• sothecine at a distance
whom you really care about for a break.
In the afternoon, you might want to disz
cuss what you have discovered in your
searching and questioning. Tonight. A
must show.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Listen with care to a trusted
associate. This person gives you important feedback, which you need to hear.
You will gain with this person. Later on,
search out alternatives, be it about a trip
or gathering information about a work
project. Tonight: Wherever there is
music.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Others look for you. You
don't need to do a thing this morning.
You might want to run away from your
desk — don't. This afternoon, you will
have the pleasure of dealing with one
person who knows what he or she wants.
Tonight: Opt to be a duo.
BORN TODAY
Actress Meg Ryan (1961), actress Jodie
Foster (1962), fashion designer Calvin_
Klein (1942)

In Our
Backyard's
Winter
Magazine
Will Be
Coming
Soon

NILAT RIIIPIATS
Consignment Clothes
for
Men, Women & Children
Also:
Costume Rental• Formals
Wedding • Maternity
Nursing

Name-Brand
Clothes Out Daily!
Sales

20-50% OFF!
BARGAIN ROOM
NOW 75% OFF

Drivers wanted.
1111

Fort Campbell Boulevard • Clarksville, TN • 931-552-1111
Toll Free. 1-888-433-8088 • M-F 8om-8pm, SAT 9am-6pm
•sToc. a 5025 OFFER ENDS I I 0,03 DEALER RETANS ALL MATES AIL PRICES INCLUDE A CUSTOPAER
SEINKE FEE OF SUP AtaD A DOC FEE OF $PR 50 SuBIECT TO CREDIT APPROVAL CUE TO ADVERT1SANG
NOT REPLF I
TIJAL ADVER'
ME UNITS MA'"' ' 0,-POTO
CA P " • '.;

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484
ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal, rubber shingles
for prompt & professional
service call
CARTER ROOFING
Hazel 492-8688
Puryear 247-3086

SEPTECH
Septic Systems Installation
Repair & Cleaning
Waterproofing Basements
& Crawl Spaces

jigief 759-1 51 5
l
i
e
t
Serving KY, TN & IL
Since 1979

WALTERS
L560
CONTRACTING
Free Column
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work FREE 1 huge fallen tree
Over 30 Years Experi- for firewood (10+plA
ence. Gerald Walters. 753- ricks) 731-247-5645
2592

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come -

First Serve

Please No Phone Calls

Limbaugh promises 'more
honesty'in radio return
NEW YORK(AP)— In his first
br • Acast after undergoing rehab for.
addiction to painkillers, Rush
Limbaugh reassured his radio listeners Monday that he hadn't been
turned into a "linguini-spined liberal."
The conservative commentator
exited last Wednesday from what he
called -five intense weeks" of treatment for his addiction.
He told listeners that his ordeal
would not affect his radio program.
He said there was more about his
experience that he wanted to tell but
could not.
"I've not been phony here," he
said. "I've not been artificial on the
program. I was all of that elsewhere.
I- ;was all That °The-I.-places but not
here. And all of this will reveal
itself."
Limbaugh had not appeared on
the air since Oct. 10, before going
into a rehabilitation program in
Arizona.
Limbaugh had said he started
taking prescription painkillers when
a doctor prescribed them following
spinal surgery. Back pain stemming
persisted,
from the surgery
Limbaugh said, so he kept taking
pills and became hooked.
A law enforcement source in
Palm Beach County, where
Limbaugh owns a $24 million
oceanfront mansion, said last week
that Limbaugh's drug use is still
under investigation by the state

"He's slightly reinvented: said
attorney's office.
the past. Limbaugh had _Michael Harrisonblishir_.._°I.
decried drug use and abuse on his Talkers. "He's the same basic Rush
bluntly conservative show, arguing that people have come to know very
that drug crimes deserve punish- well, with a new element to it as an
unknown that increases his value as
ment.
On his broadcast Monday, a radio property."
Harrison said he was struck, in
Limbaugh denied he was guilty of
any hypocrisy in his attitudes listening to Limbaugh's return, at
how important the show seemed to
toward drug crimes.
"I was a drug addict from about him.
"With his will and his talent, that
1996, 1995 or whateyer, to just five
weeks ago," he said. "The truth of indicates he's going to be around for
the matter is I avoided the subject of a long time," he said.
He remains a polarizing figure. A
drugs on this program for the precise reason that I was keeping a new Gallup poll conducted earlier
this month found that 34 percent of
secret."
He called the experience of reha- Americans hold a favorable review
bilitation probably the most educa- of Limbaugh, while 51 percent view
tional live weeks about himself that -hint- unfavorably:The putt of-1,004
adults, conducted Nov. 10-12,found
he had ever spent.
"I have to admit that I am power- 35 percent of conservatives novve.
less over this addiction that I have," have a negative view of Limbaugh.'
Limbaugh gave up his job as an
he said. "I used to think I could beat
it with force of will. I used to think ESPN sports analyst Oct. 1, three
.
that I would be different, but I'm days after saying on the sports net,
work's "Sunday NFL Countdown"
not.,,
He profusely thanked his audi- that. Philadelphia Eagles quarterence for standing by him and said he back Donovan McNabb was overcame to realize how important his rated because the media wanted to
see a black quarterback succeed.
program was to him.
Limbaugh, whose show reaches The drug allegations surfaced
some 600 markets and about 20 mil- around the same time. ,
Since Limbaugh left the show,
lion listeners a week, was broadcasting from a studio in Manhattan. his spot has been filled by several
The industry trade publication guest hosts, including Tony Snow,
Talkers magazine predicted his Walter Williams and Matt Drudge.
Much of Limbaugh's bluster
audience was probably about three
returned intact on Monday.
times its normal size for his return.

-it
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Aulornahc • AC • CD • ABS Brakes
Keyless Entry • Cruise Control
Immobilizer their Deterrent System
Side Curtain Airbag

1

$5.00 Off Residential with this ad
S10.00 Off Commercial with this ad

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price
JERRY'S Glass A full line
glass shop, residental, auto, commercial, Mobile or
in shop service. 810 Sycamore 759-0203

Januar)

KENTUCKY Solar Services has the solution for
your alternative • energy
needs Harness the power
of the sun and get control
of those high electric bills
Call 270-226-9506 or 270226-9500. Send email inquiries to
mail kentuckysolarservices com

'Oreote ,4eeeel-

Open Monday-Saturday
, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
605 S 12th St.
(270)762-0207
Owner - Rita Wyatt

Not lust Akout
Life Instil-Uwe.
• Long Term Care
• Annuities
• Income Protection
• Group Benefits
• Business Insurance

Ryan Edwards
New York Life
Insurance
Comport',

Is An Ugly, Stained Roof Spoiling The
Appearance Of Your Home or Business?

Griggs Roof Stain Removal
In Association With American Roof-Brite

The Company You Keep

(270)748-5449

(2701 753-2007
211 Maple ST:,-Wfurray

0

AARP waging big advertising blitz
to support prescription drug plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — The AARP is leaving a $7
million imprint on prescription drug legislation in an
advertising campaign that delights Republicans who
crafted the bill and dismays Democrats who oppose it.
The group's backing is "the Good Housekeeping
Seal of Approval when it comes to seniors' issues,"
House Speaker Dennis Hastert said Monday as the 35
million-member AARP anoounced its support, then
backed it up with plans to air commercials.
John Rother, policy director at AARP, said the
organization would spend $7 million over three days
beginning Wednesday. including nationwide cable television advertising and commercials aired on stations in
selected portions of the country. He said the advertising
campaign would continue if the bill hadn't been
g.ht to a vote by Friday.
aguc
brro
Other seniors organizations have announced their
opposition to the measure, including the National
Committee to Preserve Social Security, the Alliance for
retired Americans and Families USA.
But thus far, neither they nor the AFL-CIO, which
also opposes the measure, has disclbsed plans to air
advertising on the subject. And with votes in the House
and Senate only days away, it was not clear, whether
these groups or other opponents would weigh in.
After months of effort, lawmakers struggled to work
out final details on a deal that Hastert. Senate Majority
Leader Rill Frist,key Republicans and two_Democratic
_
senators agreed
The legislation, would create a new prescription drug
benefit for Medicare beneficiaries beginning in 2006.
.Nt the same time, it would carve out a large new role for
insurance companies. encouraging them to offer a- new
private health coverage plan for elderly Americans.
The most controversial portion of the measure would
establish a six-year program of direct competition
beginning in 2010 between traditional Medicare and the
private plans. The. program would be limited to six metropolitan regions.
Supporters said direct competition was necessary to
reduce the future growth of the program. Critics countered that as younger and healthier seniors move toward.
managed care, older, sicker beneficiaries would face
ever-rising premium costs in traditional Medicare cov1

Democrats led by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy attacked
the bill, and the party faced a decision on whether to
attempt a filibuster that would force Republicans to find
60 votes. Aides said the issue likely was to become a
topic at the party's regular Tuesday closed-door caucus.
Democratic Sens. John Breaux of Louisiana and
Max Baucus of Montana both have pledged support for
the tentative agreement. In addition, Sen. Zell Miller of
Georgia said he was inclined to favor the proposal, and
Sen. Mary Landrieu of Louisiana spoke in generally
favorable terms.
The GOP leadership was likely to lose the support of
a few Republicans worried about the cost of the overhaul. Sen. Trent Lott, R-Miss., who opposed the Senate
bill that passed in June, told reporters he intended to
vote against the House-Senate compromise, as well.
Additionally, Sen. Olympia Snowe, R-Maine, said
she remained concerned about the impact that direct
competition would have on premium prices.
The AARP's decision had been expected, particularly since Hastert and Rim met privately two weeks ago
with AARP chief executive William D. Novelli. and the
group won a number of late concessions from
Republicans. These included additional funding. for
efforts to discourage private companies from dropping
coverage for their retirees once the federal benefit
begins.
_Additionally. Republicans agreed to drop a provision
the Senate-passed bill that would have let employers
give different benefits to early retirees than to former
employees who have reached 65, the age of Medicare
eligibility.
Still, Senate Democratic leader -Tom Daschle said
the AARP could face a backlash from its own membership.
"Like the AARP's previous decision to support the
1988 catastrophic health bill, this is a mistake that does
not serve the interests of its members," he said."When
seniors see the-details. of this Republican plan, the
AARP will undoubtedly regret this ill-advised decision.,,
Novelli announced the decision to endorse the bill in
an interview Monday with The Associated Press. He
conceded the bill was not perfect, but added. "the country can't afford to wait for perfect.'

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

The meaning of a cardiac murmur
DEAR DR.GOTT: I am 75 and
My doctors have given up hope.
in reasonably good health. No histo- I've been told that I don't have angiry of heart disease. During a recent na or hyperacidity, and that the
annual exam, my primary care chest discomfort is due to blood
physician heard a new murmur. He rushing to my stomach to digest a
ordered a cardiac ultrasound that meal (other physicians have
showed "a couple of leaky valves." laughed at this Statement by my
No problem, he neurologist). My cardiologist is at
says. But I am the end of his rope. Do you have any
concerned. advice?
DEAR READER: I have shortShould I see a
cardiologist?
ened your letter because of space
DEAR restrictions, but it's clear that your
READER: Not most serious health Problem is
necessarily.
hypertension (BP 200/100 consisA murmur is tently despite treatment). Therefore,
an extra sound I'd address this issue as a priority.
in the heart.
Years ago, doctors had only two
When
doctor
or
three
for high blood
a
Dr. Gott listens to your pressure;medications
now, however, there are
By Dr. Peter heart with a literally dozens. I believe your probH. Gott, M.D. stethoscope, he lem could be solved if your cardiolnormally hears ogist were to experiment with difthe "lub-cib" of the two heart ferent drugs and their dosages. If he
sounds. If a murmur is present, there is not comfortable with this option,
is a third, soft sound: lub-shhh-dub. I'd request a referral to a cardioloMurmurs are caused by turbulence gist who is. Blood pressure control
of blood as it passes through a valve is a vital first step and could allevithat is either failing to shut properly ate many of your other symptoms
or not opening completely.
-because your body would be less
As we age, our heart valves tend stressed. If such a plan is ineffecto become stiff, thereby losing their tive, these additional concerns could
effectiveness-. . Murmurs are com- be addressed in •turn:by appropriate mon in the elderly and can be specialists. For now, get that blood
ignored unless the valvular disease pressure into a normal range
is significant or threatens to cause (140/80 or below).
Many of you may be aware of
cardiac overwork and exhaustion.
-----Your.doctor is probably correct the recent recommendation that
in his condesion and, I am sure, has _ adults should not have blood presrecommended an annual ultrasound sures that exceed 120/80. In your
exam to monitor the valvular condi- case, reader, I'd be satisfied with a
tion. However,if you are concerned, less. drastic drop because of your
_ a seCood opinion froat.a.cardiologist_ age ilid_untespQnsiveness to therawould be appropriate. Murmurs can py.
To give you related information,
be "functional" (benign and harmless) or they may reflect serious I am sending you a copy of my
valvular malfunction, requiring Health Report "Hypertension."
medication (to reduce cardiac over- Other readers who would like a
work)or surgical repair. Your physi- copy should send a long, self- '
addressed,stamped envelope and $2
cian can advise and guide you.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 86 and to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,
have uncontrolled hypertension, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
spasms
of
my
esophagus mention the title.
(endoscopy
showed
only
esophageal swelling) and chest
pressure. My current medications
Copyright 2003, Newspaper
include Coreg, Divan, Bumex and
Enterprise Assn.
Riopan.

BailvComics
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"(AOM WiTHHELD LOVE...THEREFORE, I OVEREAT!"
'
'mom SMOTHERED ME ...111ERERIRE, I OVEREAT !"
"(AOM FORCED ME TO EAT...THEREFORE, I OVEREAT!"
MOM DIDN'T LET ME EAT...THEREFORE, I OVEREAT!
.
"}
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Man out to win sweepstakes
had lost his good judgment

LookingBack
• 10 years age
•
The new Outpatient Services
Center and Hospital Admitting
Office are nOw located on the South
Ninth Street side of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The Kenneth Owen family has
donated $50,000 to Murray State
University to fund a business scholarship. This was in part to repay customers that have kept Owen's Food
Market going for 34 years
Members of three Mennonites'
families of Roy Koehn, Stewart
Litwiller and Terry Harm spoke
about their culture at a meeting of Hazel Woman's Club.

Orchestra which will be presented
in concert tonight by the Murray
Civic Music Association at Murray
State University Lovett Auditorium.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Stephen Mahan,
Nov. 7; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Smith, Nov. 8; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis McDaniel, Nov. 10; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Youngblood,
Nov. 12.

DEAR ABBY: "Going Broke in directions to his home and had him
Maryland" described her 85-year- fill out official forms requesting
old husband as a cash cow for char- color and style of the automobile.
ities. She said He is now in the dementia ward of
they live on a an assisted-living facility, and my
fixed income, mother wishes she had those thouand he keeps sands of dollars he spent on sweepinsisting they stakes entries and charities to help
really _ _pay for his care.— HOPE THIS
40 years ago
the HELPS,COLUMBIA,S.C.
need
Clyde Johnson has been elected:
DEAR HOPE: You and your
money."
president of the Calloway County
my family have my sympathy . for the
In
Fair Board.
father's case, way your father's condition was
Murray College High School:
she
what
exploited,
and
I
hope
"Going
Dear Abby described was Broke" will heed your
won third place in Overton-Madison
suggestions.
20 years ago
the first sign of She should also write to each chariInvitational Debate Tournament
By Abigail
Alzheimer's dis- ty that is soliciting her husband and
Members of Xi Alpha Phi held at Nashville,Tenn. Team memVan Buren
ease. It started request to be removed from the Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority bers were Nore Winter, Roland
several years before the usual signs mailing list.
will sponsor its second annual Case, Kristie Kemper and Ed Frank
such as confusion or getting lost
Readers, you can write to Mail Christmas Village Nov. 26 and 27 at Jeffrey. Don Pace is Murray coach.
occurred. He, too, spent a fortune Preference
Service,
Direct the West Kentucky Exposition
Recent births reported at Murray
trying to "win" a million dollars Marketing Association Inc., P.O. Center.
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Box 643, Carmel, N.Y. 10512. The
from sweepstakes companieS._
Murray State UniVersity Racers Mrs. Otho- Vernon -McLeod and i
Since "Going Broke's" husband Web
address
is won 19 to 7 over Youngstown in 30- girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Dale
has clearly lost his good judgment, www.DMAconsumers.org. If you're degree ice and snow weather in a Underhill.
it's unlikely that legal counsel will drowning in junk mail, contacting it football game at Youngstown, Ohio.
50 years ago
bring it back to him. What !Going can cut down on the volume.
Births
reported
include
a
boy
to
A
marker, "Nathan
B.
IMMO
Broke" needs is an attorney to proGail
and
Anthony
Childress
and
a
Stubblefield
1860-1928
Inventor
of
tect herself and her husband finan, DEAR ABBY: My husband,
girl
to
Pairieia
and
Jeffrey
Jones,
Radio,"
-will
be
placed
by
,
the
cially. She should also4ry to get a-. "George,"L is 6 feet, -3!•inchesA11e
medical exam Tor him. If they have needed a new car, so my parents Nov: 8; a boy to Nancy and Fred Kentucky Highway Departmeni
children, they need to help her with "surprised" him with one of theirs. Aldridge and a girl to Barbara and the cemetery, - north of Murray,.
where he is buried.
It is less than a year old and in Ronnie Billington, Nov. 9.
this NOW.
30 years ago
All
the
proceeds
from
local excellent condition.
"Going
Broke's"
Joe Pat Willie, 18,son of Mr. and Thoroughbred-Alumni basetball
Alzheimer's_Association c • offer
Georg- and! appreciate my parassistance
and advice. The ents' generosity, but the car is very Mrs. Fred Lee Willie, died Nov. 16 . game Nov. 19 at Carr Health
Maryland attaney generarc-15ffice -small and extremely uncomfortable —from injuries sustained in a one-car--- Building -Gym at Murray State
will have a consumer protection or for George. What should we do? — accident at the intersection of College will go to Rex Alexander,
omsbudman's office that may be THANKS BUT NO THANKS IN
Highway 121 North and Penny- assistant basketball coach at Murray
able to advise her,There is probably THE EAST
:
Airport Road. .
State for care and treatment of his,
•i Council-On-Aging in her county.
DEAR THANICSFTliinY iour— • David---.176-ow ans and MarY---Tvite---Wh-O-wa-s stricken with filo. Also, please make sure she has the parents for their generosity, and Curtis Taylor of Murray are mem- last summer and is now confined to
address of the Direct Marketing explain the problem.
bers of the Nashville Symphony St. Joseph's Hospital, Louisville.
Association to stop the junk mail.
She may need to block phone calls,
too, if telemarketers are a problem
at her house.
By The Associated Press
If she has to take away his conToday is Tuesday, Nov. 18, the
trol of the family finances, she
322nd day of 2003. There are 43
should try to do it in a way that South dealer.
first heart, is to lead a spade and foldays left in the year.
allows him to put the blame on Both sides vulnerable.
low low from dummy, intending to
Today's Highlight in History:
NORTH
cash the A-K of spades later on. This
someone else, not her.
On Nov. 18, 1928, 75 years ago,
•A K J 32
approach wins whenever the opposMy father never did win the
the first successful sound-synchro11,7 64
ing spades are divided 3-3(a 36 pershiny new car or the million dollars
nized animated cartoon, Walt
•7 5
cent chance), or when they are
he was promised, even though the
Disney's "Steamboat Willie," star+5 3 2
divided 4-2 and the player with the
sweepstakes companies called to get
ring Mickey Mouse, premiered in
WEST
EAST
doubleton has the queen (an addiNew York.
+Q7
+ 10986
tional 16 percent). The combined
On this date:
IPQJ 109
p852
chance of success is thus about 52
•Q 10 8 6
• 94
In 1820, U.S. Navy Capt.
percent.
+Q9
K 10 8 4
If instead you lead a spade to the
Nathaniel B. Palmer discovered the
SOUTH
jack at trick two, your overall chance
frozen continent of Antarctica.
+54
of success is only 36 percent. Win or
In 1883, the United States and
IP A K 3
lose, you would need to find a 3-3
Canada
adopted a system of
•AK 32
division to score four tricks in the
Standard
Time
zones.
+A J 7 6
suit.
In 1966, U.S. Roman Catholic
Note that in the actual deal,
The bidding:
bishops did away with the rule
East
declarer goes down two if he takes a
North
South
West
against eating meat on Fridays.
first-round spade fmesse but makes
Pass
1+
Pass
1•
California
In
1978,
Pass
3 NT
the contract by playing low from
2 NT
dummy on the first spade lead. Note
Opening lead — queen of hearts.
Congressman Leo J. Ryan and four
also that if we exchange the EastMost players have little interest in
other people were killed in
how percentage plays in bridge are West spade holdings and declarer
Jonestown, Guyana, by members of
determined. Nevertheless, the fact finesses the jack, he goes down even
the Peoples Temple; the killings
remains that success at the game is though West has the queen — but
were followed by a night of mass
highly unlikely without at least a makes the contract if he rejects the
murder and suicide by 912 cult
working knowledge of basic bridge fmesse!
members.
It is somewhat startling to realize
percentages.
Ten years ago: The U.S. House
Consider this deal where South that, under certain conditions, a
MOM KEEPS grxim&
...BUT NO MORE!
can gain a trick by rejecting
of Representatives joined the Senate
contract
declarer
very
little
hope
for
the
has
LOOK AT ALL -ME
CUPetsiGs (ANDER AV P305E...
unless he makes at least feur spade a winning fmesse. But that is prein approving legislation aimed at
OTHER CULPRITS THE4
:THEREFORE, I OVEREAT!
tricks. The question, therefore, is cisely what happens in this case if
protecting abortion facilities, staff
FOUND! BU1MiN(7
how South can give himself the best West has the Q-x ofspades, while the
and patients. American Airlines
111E WHOLE FO3D1111%
- refusal to finesse also gains if East
chance to achieve this goal.
flight attendants went on strike;
ON MOM IS OVER 1.!!
The best play, after winning the has the Q-x.
they ended their job action four
Tomorrow: Opportunity knocks twice.
days later.
02003 King Features Syndicate Inc
Five
years
ago:
House
endorsed
U.S.
Republicans
Representative Bob Livingston to
be their next speaker, succeeding
•
Newt Gingrich.
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39 Lather
40 Wily
41 Sz. option
42 Touche
provoker
44 Dwindled
47 Roller coaster
locales
51 Ancient Tokyo
52 - - in one's
bonnet
53 Time periods
54 Equip
55 Thin shoot
56 AMEX rival
57 Look at

1 Plead
4 — vu
8 No dicer
(hyph.)
12 Ms. Hagen
13 Exiled Roman
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2 Famous volcano
3 Deduce '
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Tiger Pride sells school supplies
Tiger Pride School Supplies, a
new business in town that's been
open only- a month, is turning a
profit week after week.. That's partially because the employees work
for free. Rather than earning a
salary, they're earning an education.
And, as middle schoolers themselves, they know exactly what
their middle-school aged customers
are looking for.
The store, which is located on
the first floor concessions area of
Murray Middle School, is a project
of an eighth grade exploratory class
in economics led by teachers Laura
Miller and Jared Rosa."
"We let the students pick their
own project," said Ms. Miller, "and
this is what they decided to do."
--Before undertaking the project,
the young entrepreneurs -met with
Rob Richey, the faculty adviser for
the school store at Murray High
School, went to the Murray Bank to
learn about financing from Dave
Hornback, and invited Rosemary
Miller of Murray State to talk to

Involvement
in PTAs
across Ky.
declines
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
School and parent leaders across
Kentucky are concerned about
declining participation in parentteacher associations.
Statewide PTA membership has
fallen to 113,552 from .a high of
196,169 in 1991, at the start of the
state's education reform efforts.
Thatfollows the nationwide trend of
decreasing membership during the
last three years.
The 55,995-member Jefferson
County organization — the state's
largest — has shrunk by nearly a
third since 1997 and lost more than
9.000 members last year alone.
PTA leaders blame the loss on
factors such as a sluggish economy,
busier parents, less longevity in volunteering, higher dues, poor outreach or too little emphasis by the
district.
School leaders and experts say
PTA membership is an indicator of
parent involvement, and studies
have shown that involved parents
generally lead to higher grades and
test scores among students, better
attendance, more motivation and a
greater likelihood of graduation and
college attendance.
In Kentucky, PTAs also are
important because they are charged
with electing parent representatives
to the site-based decision-making
councils that govern each school.
"When you look at schools with
a strong PTA ... compared to those
that don't have one, there are huge
differences," said Traci Priddy,
president of the Jefferson County
PTA.
Julie Gantt, principal of a
Louisville elementary school,
knows what a strong PTA can do.
She previously worked at a school
where parents bought books and
computers, funded sports teams and
activities, and organized field trips.

them about setting up a small business.
With some start-up money from
the Murray City Schools Family
Resource Center they purchased
supplies from Office Depot and
they got MMS's maintenance worker, Randy Louis, to help with construction needs to transform the
concessions area into the store.
The store is open every Monday.
Wednesday, and Friday morning.
from 7:45 a.m. to 8:05 a.m. The
items for sale are what kids tend to
run out of: pencils, paper, notebooks,erasers. Later on the kids say
they'd like to stock some tiger merchandise and maybe lend some
space to the PTO to support that
'organization's fundraisers. Profits
would be donated to the school .or
the Family Re-sonrce-Center: -` "This has been a lot of work,"
said student Bobby Aguero, who
has spent a lot of time after school Eighth graders Adrian Patino, Bobby Aguero, and Travis Saucier
getting ready for customers, "but prepare to serve the first customers at the grand opening of
ers fun-too Who knows? I might Tiger
Pride School Supplies, Murray Middle's new in-house
have a store of my own one day."
store.

But It Can't Spread Peanut Butter!

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

The black line forming on this banana shows that Calloway County High School student Shameka Dial, left, is finding success at using a laser to slice the fruit with the
assistance of Murray State University professor Dr. Steve Cobb during a recent class.
Cobb gave a presentation on lasers and how they are becoming more prevalent in
everyday life to physics students.

Studies show today's
youth riding the
technology wave
WASHINGTON (AP, — It kids
today seem more wired than ever,
it's because they are.
About 90 percent of people ages
5 to 17 use computers and 59 percent of them use the Internet —
rates that are, in both cases, higher
than those of adults.
Even kindergartners are becoming more plugged in: One out of
four 5-year-olds"uses the Internet.
The figures come from a new
Education Department analysis of
computer and Internet use by children and adolescents in 2001. A secand report from the agency, based
on 2002 data, shows 99 percent of
public schools have Internet accegs,
up from 35 percent eight years ago.
"Children are often the first
adopters -of a rou c5T fr.ehriology,'"
said John Lailey, who oversees edu:_cational technology for the department. "'They grow up with it. They
don't have to adapt to it.... Students,
by and-large,- are :dominating -the
Internet population."
By the time they're 10 years old,
60 percent of children use the
Internet. That number grows to
almost 80 percent for kids who are
16.
And, like adults, young people
are going online for a range of reasons, the research shows. Almost
three in four use the Internet for help
with school assignments, while
more than half use it for writing email, sending instant messages to
friends or playing games.
Girls, who not long ago used
computers and the Internet at lower
rates than boys, have essentially
eliminated that difference, the
research says. But there are other
notable gaps.
Almost two-thirds of young
white people use the Internet, but
less than half of black people ages 5
to 17 do, and slightly more than a
third of Hispanic young people log
on. Part of the reason is access —80
percent of black students use cornputers at school, for example, but
only 41 percent do so at home,
according to the 2001 report.
"Education is the way we make
sure to build technology into the
experience for all children," said

Rosemarie Young, principal of
Watson Lane Elementary in
Louisville, Ky. "It's like school has
been able to become the common
denominator."
From rural areas to the suburbs to
cities, almost every public school is
wired for the Internet and schools
now have one computer with
Internet access for every five students, the research shows. As a
result, more children and teens use
computers at school than at home.
However, young people are more
likely to access the Internet at home
than at Sehl
an indication, Bailey said, that many teachers are
not yet comfortable enough with the
online tool to incorporate it into
class. That must be a target area for
improvement, he said.
_ Schools are using the Internet to •
keep parents updated about their
kids' performance and to improve
student access to a range of textbooks, advanced courses and test preparations. Almost all schools
report that they use measures to
block Internet access to inappropriate Web sites.
At Young's school, 5-year-olds
spend 15 minutes a day on the contpuler, listening to stories and the:
pronunciations of letters. They also:practice computer skills by coloring
the electronic way — selecting and.
clicking on the colors they want to
fill in shapes.
The report on computer and
Internet use by children and adoles-:
cents was based on September 200l
interviews conducted with members:
of about 56,000 households. The:
report about Internet access in public schools was based on a fall 2002
survey to a representative sample of:
schools in the 50 states and the.
District of Columbia.
The release of the reports came
Wednesday — the same day that the
nonprofit NetDay and the communications company BellSouth invited
tens of thousands of students to
comment on how to improve technology in their schools. Ideas gathered online will be given to the
Education Department with the goal 4
of influencing the nation's next educational technology plan.

Veteran Smith talks to MES students
Rudolph Smith was introduced
by
Debbie
Miller,
Murray
Elementary Staff member.
Miller explained to the students
that they all called him "Poppa
Rudy" at their house, as he is married to Debbie's mother, Lanita.
Smith talked to the students about
Veteran's Day at the request of tve2
of his great grandchildren who
attend Murray Elementary, Callie
and Will Adams. He told them about
the different countries he had visited
during his military duty and that he
was wounded and received the
Purple Heart.
He told them how he and another
soldier were strapped to the front of
a van in the middle of the night so
they could be moved to a hospital.
He said his first trip on a plane was
across the English Channel and he
was scared to death because he was
injured and it was a rough ride.

He explained that you receive a
purple heart if you are wounded in
action during a war. Smith told the
students that when he received the
Purple Heart was the only time that
he was ever saluted by an officer and
he laughingly told them that he was
in his pajamas when the officer came
to pin the medal on him.
Smith spoke about how Veteran's
Day came about and how it used to
be called Armistice Day and also
explained that Veteran's Day is to
celebrate all who have fought in a
war, both living and dead. He spoke
to over 600 students faculty and staff
during the morning Tiger Cub News.
He led the entire student body in the
pledge to the American flag along
with his great-grandchildren.

Photo provided

Attached is a picture of STAR drawing winners for the month. Each student received a free gift
certificate donated by Cracker Barrel. The students are, left back, Amanda McDonald, Gillian
Hansgen, Shay Ford, Austin Adams, Harry Quinn, Dustin Garland, left front, Lauren Erickson,
Kayla Adams; Aaron Whitney, Safiah Hassen, Jaylon Blanton, Sergio Perry.

3vom Our 3amily To yours...
May your holiday season be blessed
with special memories.
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